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Arms director elected 
Greek games BQ Mews Photo/Patrick Sandor 
Jim Dam (left), junior computer science major, and Gayle Blickle. freshman liberal arts major, 
try to pass each other a life saver on a toothpick as a judge looks on, yesterday while competing 
in the greek games competitions held at Anderson Arena. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Kenneth Ad- 
elman was confirmed 57-42, as the 
nation's arms control director yester- 
day after a long Senate fight over 
President Reagan's strategic policies 
as well as the young ambassador's 
competence and credibility. 
Reagan pronounced himself 
"deeply gratified" and declared "It's 
my earnest hope that this positive 
step will mark the beginning of a new 
bipartisan consensus on the vital is- 
sue of nuclear arms reductions." 
The president said Adelman would 
head a "reinvigorated" Arms Control 
and Disarmament Agency. And "If 
we are met with reciprocal serious- 
ness of purpose from the Soviet 
Union, 1983 can be a year of historic 
importance in securing a more solid 
and stable peace through arms reduc- 
tions," Reagan said. 
Forty-nine Republicans and 8 Dem- 
ocrats supported Adelman and 38 
Democrats and four Republicans 
voted against him. 
FOUR DEMOCRATIC senators 
with presidential ambitions spoke 
against Adelman in the. closing hours 
of a three-day debate over the nomi- 
nation. 
Senate Democratic Whip Alan 
Cranston of California argued that 
Adelman's confirmation "would be a 
betrayal of the hopes of tens of mil- 
lions of Americans for swift progress 
toward a mutual, balanced, verifiable 
end to the U.S.-Soviet nuclear arms 
race.' 
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, said, "We 
should be putting forward... not 
someone who can just get by, but the 
very finest negotiating team we can 
possibly assemble. Unless we put 
forward our best effort, our best 
team, this may be our last hope for 
mankind." 
SEN. GARY HART, D-Colo., Adel- 
man said "appears to be more ded- 
icated to an arms buildup than to 
reducing the hazards of unrestricted 
competition.'' His nomination by Rea- 
gan, Hart said, "signifies a serious 
lack of concern for the efficacy of 
arms control negotiation." 
Sen. Charles Percy, R-Dl., chair- 
man of the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee who led the fight for the 
nomination, said Adelman's confir- 
mation would "vigorously move the 
Reagan administration toward arms 
control agreements that can win the 
approval of the Senate." 
Vice President George Bush, who 
as president of the Senate was em- 
powered to cast a tie-breaking vote, 
presided over the climactic roll call 
but his vote was not needed to assure 
confirmation. 
Adelman, 36, deputy U.S. ambassa- 
dor to the United Nations since 1981, 
was nominated by Reagan on Jan. 12 
to succeed the ousted Eugene Rostow 
as director of the Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency. 
AT HIS first hearing before the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
on Jan. 27, Adelman testified he did 
not know whether nuclear war could 
be limited, whether the Soviet Union 
was violating the unratified SALT U 
arms control treaty or what his re- 
sponse would be if the Soviets pro- 
posed eliminating all nuclear 
weapons. 
Critics charged that the nominee, 
who was apolitical scientist with the 
Stanford Research Institute before joining the Reagan administration, 
would be the least qualified director 
in the 21-year history of the anna 
control agency. 
At his second hearing on Feb. 3, he 
Bve more definitive answers, saying 
had been "overly cautious" the 
first time around. 
The critics were not mollified. On 
Feb. 24, after a third hearing in which 
Adelman denied any recollection of a 
newspaper interview quoting him as 
calling arms control talks a sham, the 
Republican-controlled committee re- 
fused on a 9-8 vote to endorse him. 
To give the Senate a chance to vote, 
opponents and supporters of Adelman 
joined in a motion to send the nomi- 
nation to the floor with a recommen- 
dation that it be rejected. 
THE CONTROVERSY increased 
when it was disclosed that Edward 
Rowny, chief U.S. negotiator in strat- 
egic arms reduction talks, had given 
Adelman a memo on Jan. 14 suggest- 
ing personnel changes in the agency. 
Adelman said be took no action on 
tile memo and Rowny said it was a 
staff-written paper be did not agree 
with. Adelman, however, sent the 
memo to J. Robinson West, Assistant 
Secretary of the Interior, with a note 
saying it represented Rownys's "real 
views." 
Opponents of the nomination said 
this conflicted with Adelman's testi- 
mony that he had not discussed 
agency personnel. His supporters said 
it bore out his claims, since he had the 
memo filed away. 
Death awaits five sentenced men in southern Ohio 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The prisoners 
in ceUblock J-4 at the Southern Ohio 
Correctional Facility pass their days 
eating the same food and listening to 
the same music as every other in- 
mate. But for a few of them, those 
days are numbered. 
Four men, ranging in age from 19 to 
42, occupy the death row cells in 
ceUblock J-4 at Ohio's maximum-se- 
curity prison at LucaavUle. A fifth 
inmate who faces a death sentence, 
Leonard Jenkins of Cleveland, is kept 
in the prison infirmary because be is a 
paraplegic. 
The five share the distinction of 
being the first men sentenced to die 
under Ohio's death penalty law, which 
became affective October 1981. Jen- 
kins the first sentenced to death, this 
week was granted an indefinite stay 
of execution pending a court appeal. 
The earliest execution date is Sept. 
12, when 19-year-old Bill Wayne Penix 
of Springfield is scheduled to be elec- 
trocuted for the bludgeoning death of 
a Pennsylvania man. 
EXECUTIONS are scheduled Oct. 
29 for Billy Rogers, 42, of Lucas 
County, and April 4,1984, for 28-year- 
old Donald Lee Maurer of MassUlon. 
Like Jenkins, 21-year-old John 
Glenn of Portage County also has 
been granted an indefinite stay. 
David Stebbins, a lawyer with the 
Ohio Public Defenders Commission, 
said it actually could be years before 
any Ohioan is put to death. He said no 
one has been executed under Ken- 
tucky's capital punishment law, 
which became effective in 1976. 
"And there are people on death row 
in some of the Southern states who 
have been there since 1973," Stebbins 
said. 
For death row Inmates willing to 
fight their convictions, the appeals 
process is lengthy, Stebbins said. 
Attorneys for all of Ohio's death row 
inmates have filed appeals at the 
local level, but none has gone beyond 
the initial stages, he said. If local 
appeals are lost, lawyers can pursue 
the cases through the Ohio Supreme 
Court and the U.S. Supreme Court. 
EVEN IF the U.S. Supreme Court 
upholds the convictions and the death 
sentence, Stebbins said, inmates are 
eligible for post-conviction reviews at 
the state level and a federal habeas 
corpus review. He said lawyers can 
ask for multiple reviews, depending 
on whether new issues surface that 
might help their clients. 
Ron Marshall, Lucasville superin- 
tendent, said prisoners on death row 
are housed in a ceUblock with inmates 
deemed unable to adjust to the rest of 
the prison population. Their treat- 
ment is not significantly different 
than that for other inmates, he said. 
"They have a radio. They can have 
a tape player," Marshall said. 
But death row inmates are confined 
to their cells more than other in- 
mates, leaving only for three showers 
and two one-hour exercise periods 
each week and to receive visitors. 
Marshall said death row inmates 
can receive visits by the prison chap- 
lain if they ask, but he said they 
haven't used that privilege much. "It 
hasn't been noticeable... at this 
point because none of them are very 
close to being executed," he said. 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
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Musicians return 
The singing duo known to many 
University students as Ken and 
Stacey will return to campus Satur- 
day, April 16, in the Falcon's Nest 
of the University Union. 
Ken Cowden. a former lead 
singer for the Cleveland rock band 
Asylum, and Stacy Mitchhart. who 
played in various rhythm and bluet 
bands in Cincinnati, are both for- 
mer University students. 
According to Ralph GUlespie, 
director of Side Door Entertain- 
ment for the Universtiy Activities 
Organization, the duo has been 
playing in area clubs in West Cov- 
ina, Cal. They hope to record an 
album in the future, possibly in 
Cincinnati, he added. 
The duo will perform at 8 p.m. 
and the performance is free and 
open to all. 
Choir concert set 
The BGSU Gospel Choir will sing 
both traditional and contemporary 
gospel music in their 14th annual 
Anniversary Spring Concert, this 
Sunday at the First Methodist 
Church, 1506 E. Wooster St. 
Three original songs will be fea- 
tured in the concert: "He's Real" 
written by choir members Tyrone 
Vernon. senior music major, and 
Michael Burns, senior child and 
family service major; "He's Wait- 
ing" co-written by Burns and Tim 
Rice, freshman engineering ma- 
jor; and "Make a Joyful Noise 
Unto the Lord" written by Robin | Huntly, a former student and cnoir 
member. 
The Thompson Slaters from De- 
troit will perform during intermia- 
sion. 
Tickets are $1 in advance and 
$1.50 at the door for the 3:30 p.m. 
performance. 
Weather 
Cloudy with a chance of showers 
today. High in the mid-40s. Contin- 
ued cloudy tonight with tempera- 
tures dropping to the mid-JOs. 
• 1  ii ii  
Best-selling author, humorist to speak at commencement 
by Mark 61 Vlaceaso 
staff reporter  
A regular viewer of the television 
show Late Night With David Utter- 
man may tune In to see best-selling 
author and humorist Fran Lebovitz - 
an occasional guest - poking fun of 
anything she decides to pull out of her 
bead. But on May 7 Lebovitz will be at 
the University as this year's com- 
mencement speaker. 
"I think we (the University) have 
someone in Fran Lebovitz," Richard 
Edwards, vice president of University 
Relations, said. "She is especially 
popular with college-age audiences 
and should prove to be interesting and 
entertaining. 
"We wanted a dynamic speaker 
with general appeal who didn't nec- 
essarily have a political message to 
give," he added. 
According to Edwards there is no 
selection committee to choose com- 
mencement speakers because it gets 
to be too complicated. "We have no 
formal, systematic process - just a 
process of consultation." 
Edwards said he and President Dr. 
Paul Olscamp brine up some names, 
talk about the possibile sneakers and 
then pursue them. A lot depends on 
the availability of the people being 
considered and cost has become a 
major factor, he added. 
"ITS OUTRAGEOUS what people 
like Henry Kissinger and Barbara 
Walters want to speak," Edwards 
said. 
This year Ohio State University 
landed Vice President George Bush 
as their commencement speaker. 
There are sometimes problems 
with government officials, Edwards 
said, because, depending on the fast- 
changing developments in the world 
today, they may not show up. When 
Bush spoke at Miami University, he 
stayed only five minutes. 
Lebovitz, a former New York City 
cabdri ver and one-time Mademoiselle 
magazine columnist, is considered 
somewhat a rarity in the literary 
world because her first two books - 
"Metropolitan Life" and a 1981 se- 
quel, "Social Studies " both of which 
made the best-seller lists. 
Newsweek magazine calls Lebovitz 
"a sado-comic journalist very much 
in the W.C. Fields 'Anyone-who-hates- 
dogs-and-little-children-can't-be-all-t- 
hat-bad' camp." 
Although she draws much of her 
subject matter from the hassles of 
daily life in New York City, her books 
and magazine articles focus a cynical 
eye on universal gripes. 
LEBOVITZ, who has been de- 
scribed as "a sort of Erma Bombeck 
with street smarts." takes potshots at 
all the things she hates: plants, pets, 
adults who roller skate, children who 
speak French and even the sun, which 
she says is "just the sort of harsh 
overhead lighting that is so unflatter- 
ing to the heavy smoker." 
She peppers her writing with one- 
liners and isn't above offering such 
maxims as, "No animal should ever 
jump on the dining room furniture 
unless absolutely certain he can hold 
his own in conversation." 
Lebovitz - giving her first com- 
mencement speech - will address the 
largest graduating class in the Uni- 
versity's history at Doyt L. Perry 
Stadium. 
As of Feb. 23, 2,450 students had 
registered for graduation this May - 
2,162 undergraduates, 260 master's 
candidates, 24 Ph.D. candidates and 
four specialist degree candidates. 
The change to the semester system 
is to direct correlation with the size of 
this term's graduating class, Shirley 
Sevigny, secretary to the Associate 
Provost of Academic Affairs, said. 
"Because the University switched 
to semesters." she added, "there is 
one less graduation exercise and, of 
course, more students are graduating 
at the same time." 
Students assisted with learning 
Reading Center trains teachers 
by Kelly Weasnar 
reporter  
Graduate students at the University 
offer assistance to young people with 
reading disabilities while learning to 
deal with the problems involved in 
teaching children with special educa- 
tional needs. 
The children range in age from six 
to 18, Dr. Joseph Nemeth, director of 
the Reading Center, said. Nemeth 
supervises six graduate students in- 
volved with the program. 
"The function of the center Is to 
train teachers to teach children with 
reading disabilities," Nemeth said. 
The center uses a two-part plan In 
teaching the students. 
In the first course, the graduate 
students prepare case studies for 
each student to diagnose the specific 
problems. After the studies are pre- 
pared, the diagnoses are imple- 
mented by tutoring the children in the 
lab phase of the program, Nemeth 
said. 
Located on the fifth floor of the 
Education Building, the center is open 
Monday through Friday but much of 
the tutoring takes place on Saturdays, 
Nemeth said. Undergraduate stu- 
dents may volunteer their time to 
assist in the tutoring process, he 
added. 
"WE COULD use more people to 
volunteer," be said. "This helps us 
keep the teacher-pupil ratio where we 
want it. It is presently about 5-1." 
He also said the low teacher-pupil 
ratio is needed to keep the children 
working at their specific tasks. 
"We work toward a functional read- 
ing level for the children. We want 
them to be able to keep up with their 
classmates In school," he said. 
There are approximately 3$ stu- 
dents enrolled at the Reading Center 
for the spring sessions, he said, and 
summer sessions are also available. 
The enrollment peaks during the sum- 
mer, he added. 
He said the center is non-profit and 
basically self-sufficient The Univer- 
sity provides the office, but a fee is 
charged to the students to cover the 
cost of materials and the work of the 
graduate students. There are a few 
tuition and fee scholarships but most 
of the students pay a rate of (6.25 an 
hour for their tutoring sessions. 
The center serves the Northwest 
Ohio area and receives most of its 
referrals from teachers and parents 
whose children have participated in 
the program, Nemeth said. 
"The most common question asked 
Is 'How long will my youngster need 
to come to the center?,' Nemeth 
said. "On the average, children are 
there for four six-week sessions, but it 
depends on bow severe the problem 
The center sometimes advises par- 
ents to seek a second opinion, as the 
program is not always successful, he 
Judge sets goals 
by Jeff James 
staff reporter 
When Judge Donald DeCessna was 
elected to the position of Wood County 
Common Pleas judge in January, he 
said his main goal was to resolve the 
backlog of cases pending in that 
court. 
When DeCessna began his six-year 
term, there was a backlog of 341 cases 
pending. By the end of February the 
number was down to 304, with 70 cases 
being decided and by the end of 
March, the total figure had been re- 
duced to 293. This figure contained a 
record 41 net reduction in cases dur- 
ing the month of February. 
DeCessna said he attributes the 
successful case reduction to his staff 
and the cooperation he has received 
from the attorneys that deal with him. 
The judge said be has Implemented 
a •team" concept to helptackle the 
case load. The staff pulls cases and 
decides which will be heard and in 
what order, he said. 
According to DeCessna, the reduc- 
tion procedure he has been using is 
very simple in structure. 
THERE IS a pre-trial conference 
with the attorneys of both the defend- 
ent and the plantiff. he said. During 
this conference, problems of the case 
and the courts approach is discussed 
with both sides, be said, adding the 
possibility of a settlement Is then 
conferred with each. 
The plantiff is then positioned to try 
and reach an agreement. Some of the 
esses were concluded In this manner, 
he said. 
"Old cases must be resolved," 
DeCessna said. "We are trying to get 
the cases cleaned up, but mis Is hard 
to do because there are new cases 
coming in all the time." 
"The staff or the team'is one of the 
major reasons we have been able to 
do as well as we have so far. Every- 
one has worked so hard to try to catch 
up," he said. 
•    '■ 
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Legal drinking age 
should remain 19 
Recently, a bill was placed before Congress 
which, if enacted, would require national con- 
formity to a drinking age of 21. While we believe 
guidelines to regulate alcohol consumption are needed 
in this country, we feel 21 is far beyond the necessary 
age. 
We believe the decision should be left up to the 
individual states. Each state could establish what it 
feels is a proper age based on community standards. 
Ohio's current stance on drinking, which sets the legal 
drinking age for all beer at 19, is good for Ohio. By the 
age of 19, most people are making decisions which will 
affect the rest of their lives. Many 19-year-olds have 
chosen to go to college and study for four or more years; 
others have elected to get jobs and support themselves 
financially. Is it fair, if these people are under 21, even if 
only a year or two, that they must have their parents 
escort them when they drink? 
Ohio's new drunken driving law established in March 
of this year is also an appropriate law for this state. The 
law, which includes among other penalties, a manda- 
tory three-day jail sentence for anyone found driving 
with a blood alcohol level greater than .01 percent, is 
one of the toughest driving under the influence laws in 
the country. It would provide a much better national 
drinking standard than would any national age stan- 
dard. 
While we realize the elimination of drinking age 
standards in this country is unrealistic, we do not 
believe a national drinking age of 21 is feasible. We 
instead, would prefer to see drunken driving laws made 
strict in every state. 
Americans cannot 
handle the Mideast 
The last-minute foul-up by King 
Hussein and Yasser Arafat leaves 
President Reagan's peace plan walk- 
ing wounded and bleeding near to 
COMMENTARY 
by Max Lerner 
death. It should make everyone re- 
think the harsh realities of the prob- 
lem of Mideast peace. 
None of the American policy mak- 
ers has had the gumption and guts to 
face those realities. They have lulled 
themselves with the dream that the 
two "moderate" Arab kings - Hussein 
and Fabd - and the "moderate" Ar- 
afat, could reach a cozy understand- 
ing for gaining the West Bank and the 
Gaza Strip for an Arab autonomous 
"state," and that Reagan could then 
pressure Israel into accepting it. 
It didn't wash, even in Its first 
phase. Quite simply the reason was 
that the strategy was no stronger than 
its weakest element, which was the 
PLO. 
Secretary Shultz and envoy Philip 
Habib made Hussein the pivot of the 
project, but the pivot turned around 
Arafat, who was thus the final peace 
maker - and a frail reed indeed 
The PLO is a grievously split and 
wounded movement, torn from 
within, with no power base left. 
It still calls itself "revolutionary" 
and dreams of power and speaks of 
carrying on "armed conflict," but it 
has no revolution to carry through 
and it has lost Beirut and Lebanon as 
the staging ground for its cadres. The 
only PLO shooting now taking place is 
inside the family. Having been 
stripped of their capacity to carry on 
a guerrilla war against Israel, the 
PLO "radicals" have desperately 
turned inward to murder their own 
moderates, as the Abu Nidal faction 
did in killing Dr. Issam Sartawi at the 
Socialist International in Portugal. 
The one power the radical PLO 
terrorists still have is to scare the top 
leaders. The killing of Sartawi was a 
message to Arafat who further 
strained his already invisible credibil- 
ity by labeling it an "Israeli" plot. 
Arafat has all along shown a failure of 
nerve in facing up to his enemies 
within the PLO. He could have used 
the war and the exit from Lebanon to 
destroy them and to use as his base 
what Sartawi called the "silent ma- jority" that wants a solution and 
wants land to settle on. Fahd and 
Hussein would have thanked him. 
The Shultz-Habib diplomacy has 
been too naive, too open, too wishful, 
too dependent on decision-making by 
the weak whose power they nave 
overrated - which is exactly what 
diplomacy should not be. 
It has also unintentionally strength- 
ened Menachem Begin's hand, on two 
counts. First, it permits Begin to use 
the extremism of the PLO radicals as 
his own safety net - an extremism the 
Israelis warned against all along. 
Second, as even Jimmy Carter now 
recognizes, the U.S. pressure on Be- 
gin-to stop the West Bank set- 
tlements and withdraw unilaterally 
from Lebanon - have rallied many 
Israelis around Begin. 
But the failure is not only that of 
Reagan's lieutenants. It is also his 
own. He is alien to strong and subtle 
diplomacy, just as it is alien to him. 
He is more at home with economics, 
taxes, interest rates, on which he can 
take his own stand even against his 
advisers. On the Middle East he has 
no counter-theory with which to con- 
front his pro-Arab Palace Guard. 
The sad fact is that the strong 
frame of thinking which sustained 
American policy toward Israel for 35 
years has broken down and no longer 
exists. Sadat and Camp David offered 
hope but Sadat was killed and Hussein 
and Arafat are scared, and Reagan 
doesn't have the stamina to revive 
and complete Camp David. 
The Israelis have no new plan ei- 
ther, but they continue to build West 
Bank settlements. It is their way of 
telling the Arab rulers that time is 
running out for a solution on Palestin- 
ian autonomy. It is running out for 
Reagan as well. 
Mai Lerner is a columnist lor the Los 
Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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Artful dodging covers the retreat. 
But the Reagan administration is now 
withdrawing across a wide front that 
includes economic policy, the social 
COMMENTARY 
by Joseph Kraft 
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issues and international affairs. 
The most Important climb-down by 
far has occurred in domestic eco- 
nomic policy. During his first year 
enacted a program that 
balanced long-term cuts in 
c spending against long-term 
defense outlays. The cost of a 23 
percent tax cut entered government 
financial ha la noes without any posi- 
tive offset. 
Record deficits, as a result, loom 
for the foreseeable future. They al- 
ready threaten to abort recovery 
from the worst recession since the 
war. So reducing the deficit is now the 
principal business of government. 
The president's hope for further 
cuts in domestic spending has been 
dealt a sharp blow by the jobs bill. A 
move is gathering force in the Con- 
grass for a tax Increase that would 
wipe out part of the tax cut voted in 
1981. As to the third element in the 
deficit, defense spending, the presi- 
dent has already sustained a crushing 
defeat 
The administration went to the Con- 
gress with strident calls for a 10 
percent increase in budget authority. 
Secretary of Defense Caspar Wein- 
berger refused even to offer a sched- 
ual of possible cuts. The president and 
National Security Adviser William 
Clark backed up the demands with the 
scheme for a new "Star Wars" de- 
fense against nuclear missiles. 
In reaction. Congress turned de- 
fiant. The Democratic House has 
voted an increase of less than 4 per- 
cent. The Senate Budget Committee - 
by an overwhelming margin despite 
its Republican majority - voted for a 
rise of only S percent The White 
House faction, led by Chief of Staff 
James Baker, is putting the blame on 
Weinberger and Clark, and moving to 
compromise with the Congress. But it 
will be surprising if the final outcome 
is much above the 4.8 percent growth 
in defense spending charted by the 
Carter administration back in 1980. 
Social policy offers by far the most 
visible turnaround. The going was 
good as long as the president and his 
men enjoyed the luxury of attacking 
abortion, crime and drugs without the 
need to do anything. BuTwben Secre 
tary of Interior James Watt moved 
against performers who might draw 
"undesirable elements" to a federally 
sponsored concert, the full absurdity 
of what was afoot came home. For the 
Watt decision involved banning the 
Beach Boys while boosting the LasVe- 
gas singer Wayne Newton. 
There followed a deft and quick 
repudiation of Watt by the president, 
Nancy Reagan and the deputy Chief 
of the While House staff, Michael 
Deaver. Giving Watt a fake foot to 
mark the place he had shot himself 
was a brilliant touch. But even the 
laughter cannot hide a setback for the 
administration's point man on social 
policy. 
As to foreign affairs, the president 
now has to pick up the pieces of his 
shattered Middle East plan. He has 
already corned the hard line in arms 
control, and been obliged to accept a 
strategic doctrine put together by a 
commission on the MX missile domi- 
nated by former associates of Henry 
Kissinger and Jimmy Carter. 
Central America, however, pro- 
vides the most intriguing theater for 
retreat A series of leaks to The New 
York Times has recently emanated 
from the White House. The disclo- 
sures deal with the heightened activ- 
ity of the Central Intelligence Agency 
in promoting covert operations 
against Nicaragua. These operations 
are In tension with, If not absolute 
violation of, a congressional statute. 
Senators on the Intelligence Commit- 
tee, and some mid-level State Depart- 
ment officials, have been saying that 
the CIA is now acting illegally. 
The leaks pin the blame for the U.S. 
part in the covert action on former 
Secretary of State Alexander Haig. 
They imply that the original plan 
derived from his concern with Castro 
in Cuba. They hint that Argentina was 
originally supposed to manage the 
dirty business. That protect, it ap- 
pears, fell apart when Haig tilted 
toward Britian - and against Argen- 
tina - during the Falkland crisis. 
Now, it seems to follow, the U.S. has 
to shoulder the burden. 
At first glance the leaks can win 
support for a tougher American 
stance in Central America. No doubt a 
show down with Congress is in the 
offing. But it is very unlikely the 
victory by such dubious tactics. 
Congress will not Stand still. Nei- 
ther will the State Department, nor 
those in the CIA who care about its 
reputation. Gen. Half is far from 
accepting the administration's ver- 
sion of his role as NO. 1 villain. 
So the outlook is for another col- 
lapse at the White House. Once again 
the apparatchiks under James Baker 
will have to dean up the mess, and 
once again they will point the finger of 
blame at Weinberger and Clark. 
As to Reagan, he still goes rela- 
unscathed. But if he has any 
with reality, he most see his 
program is being rapidly 
eroded. A second term presents, 
among other prospects, a possibility 
that he would preside over the total 
wipeout of Reaganism. 
Joseph Kraft la a columnist tor the 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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Firemen arrived late, 
smoke there, but no fire 
Wednesday's fire in Overman Hall 
was a splendid display of Bowling 
Green's finest. After the alarm was 
sounded and the building evacuated, 
the fire, located In the wall under a 
water fountain, was calmly extin- 
guished by the personnel of Overman. 
Fifteen minutes after the fire alarm 
was sounded and 10 minutes after the 
fire was out two Campus Safety and 
Security cruisers arrived. They 
quickly took control of the situation 
and with SWAT-Uke tactics moved 
everyone clear of the smoldering 
ashes. 
Meanwhile, contacting the city's 
fire department was harder than get- 
ting through to Fact Line. They were 
reached after three calls of busy 
signals (maybe they should look into 
the phone company's new "call wait- 
ing'' service). They did manage to 
arrive minutes after Campus Safety. 
It's fortunate the blaze was as mi- 
nor as it was. I was impressed in the 
professional way the staff of Overman 
handed the situation. 
Rich Rlnahart 
•50 till Street 
Forgetting to pay bill, 
student becomes 'crook' 
At approximately 8 a.m. Wednes- 
day, April 13,1 went to the Commons 
for breakfast. Half asleep, I walked 
past the cash register without paying. 
A few minutes after I sat down, my 
friends noticed that some of the work- 
ers were staring at us. It was then 
that I realised my mistake, and re- 
turned to the cash register to pay. The 
cashier Immediately accused me of 
doing it intentionally. I was offended 
by her accusations and, I admit, be- 
came slightly defensive. She sent for 
her superior who also proceeded to 
lecture me. I informed the ladies that 
I had done the same thing once be- 
fore. (A different cashier was work- 
ing at the time. When I returned to 
pay she told me that she had seen me 
walk by without paying, but knew it 
was accidental and would have sim- 
ply charged me at lunch.) The supe- 
rior told me that if I repeated the act 
she would send me to Campus Safety 
and Security. I paid my bill and they 
took my name. 
A few mlnuste later a Campus 
Safety and Security officer sat down 
next to me and instructed me to come 
with him to his office. I explained the 
incident to the officer. He told me that 
he had been informed that I done the 
same thing the day before. This accu- 
sation was untrue. I did not even eat 
breakfast the previous day. The offi- 
cer informed me that I would be sent 
to see Mr. Dickinson at Standards and 
Procedures. 
I understand that the food services 
deserve to be paid for their service. I 
also realize that it is the cashier's job 
to make sure the customers pay. I can 
not understand, however, the justifi- 
cation for such harsh accusations 
merely because I forgot to pay for a 
80.85 breakfast. If the cashier saw me 
walk by, why didn't she just ask me to 
stop and pay? After all, the fact that I 
immediately returned to pay insin- 
uates that the act was unintentional. I 
would think that my honesty deserves 
some respect. Isn't there a difference 
between an honest mistake and a 
criminal act? I certainly hope Stan- 
dards and Procedures is more ratio- 
nal than the Commons employees and 
Campus Safety and Security. I am 
obviously very forgetful, but an I 
really a criminal? 
Richie D. Band 
153 Kohl Hall 
Campus Safety errs 
with 'breakfast' arrest 
Three cheers for Campus Safety 
and Security! Or should.that read 
Three Jeers for Campus Safety and 
Security? Regardless of how many 
cars are stolen, rapes are committed, 
or buildings are vandalised, it is • 
comforting feeling to know that the 
real criminals on campus do not go 
unpunished. I am referring of course, 
to the people who innocently forget to 
pay for a meal in the dining hall. The 
: incident I am talking about 
on the morning of April 13 
8 a.m. in the Commons. A 
friend of mine, after choosing a glass 
of orange juice and a doughnut for his 
breakfast, walked past the cashier, 
but in his half-asleep condition, forgot 
to pay. Soon realizing his error, he 
returned to the cashier to pay. How- 
ever, she felt that it was necessary to 
call Campus Safety and Security. 
When the officer arrived, he tried to 
get my friend to admit that his action 
was premeditated. The officer then 
took him to the office, where he was 
informed that for his crime, he would 
be sent to Standards and Procedures 
for disciplinary action. This raises an 
important question. Should he really 
have been the honest person he was, 
or should be have left without even 
attempting to pay? The course these 
events have taken tends to make me 
think he should have chosen the lat- 
ter. I find it difficult to understand 
why the authorities choose to punish 
the innocent and yet refuse to do 
anything about those who make life 
really miserable for us all. 
Douglas N. Kaufman 
158 Kohl Hall 
Lamp doesn't condemn 
rock and roll music 
I just finished reading Mr. Miller's 
article entitled "Rock Show Used 
False Advertising" printed in the BG 
News. I always appreciate comments 
concerning the Rock Music Close-Up 
from boththose who liked it and those 
who didn't I know I learn more from 
ones like Mr. Miller who are my 
critics, that often point out things I 
may have miscommunicated or have 
overlooked. 
Since his article I have double- 
checked organizations who sponsor 
me to have their name on every piece 
of promotion. Thousands of Spring 
Week" flyers that promoted the RMC 
were distributed and said it was spon- 
sored by BGSU Bible Studies. Abo I 
understand that the RMC was pro- 
moted with the Christian movie the 
"Hiding Place" on classroom black- 
boards. 
For the record I wanted to mention 
that being a rock musician myself I 
don't condemn rock or any style of 
music In itself as an art form. Music 
can be used to communicate fantastic 
things. It also can promote things that 
are unhealthy. Unfortunately, in rock 
and other forms of musk there are 
areas closely associated with it like 
drug abuse, sexual immorality, and 
the occult that we have to take an 
honest look at the way it can effect 
society and our own lives. 
When presented with* choice most 
people don't enjoy doing anything that 
Isn't good for them. That's why I don't 
just share the things that tear us 
apart but also about the One who can 
put things back together. It seems 
very natural to me. I guess it should 
since He put my life back together. 
Hob Lamp 
RESPOND 
The BG News Opinion Page is the 
forum for comments re- 
articles in The News or 
concerning the 
University and its community. .'■' 
Guest columns from members of 
the University community are 
gladly accepted. If you would like 
to write a 'commentary' column 
please contact the editorial editor. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
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Hostage freed 
i 
Executive returns 
MIAMI (AP) - Texaco executive 
Kenneth Bishop arrived in the United 
States yesterday after being freed by 
leftist guerrillas who had held him 
captive in Colombia for 38 days. A 
relative said his family paid a ransom 
of several hundred thousand dollars. 
The 57-year-old production man- 
ager for Texas Petroleum, the Colom- 
bian subsidiary of Texaco, stepped off 
a private executive jet at Miami In- 
ternational Airport about 4:25 p.m. 
He was whisked through Customs, 
then driven away. 
Bishop, who appeared physically 
well but tired, answered few ques- 
tions from reporters when he arrived 
late in the afternoon. 
Asked if he was happy, he replied: 
"You're damn right. 
Bishop was kidnapped March 7 in 
Colombia by three men and a woman 
who ambushed his car and killed his 
two bodyguards. He was released just 
after dawn yesterday. 
A WEALTHY member of Bishop's 
family paid the ransom, a relative 
told The Associated Press in Bogota. 
The relative declined to say exactly 
bow much the ransom was, but said it 
was several hundred thousand dol- 
lars. The relative asked to remain 
anonymous for fear other family 
members, might be abducted. 
Texaco had refused to negotiate 
with the kidnappers. 
Bishop was whisked to the Bogota 
international airport after bis release 
and put aboard a jet for Miami, a 
Texaco source In Bogota said. Bishop 
has relatives In Denver and Bishop, 
Calif. 
The source asked not to be identi- 
fied because of an order that employ- 
ees were not to talk to the news media 
about the kidnapping. 
Fingerprints taken 
to protect children 
by Jane Sch 
reporter 
Children with dirty hands are not 
uncommon, but police officers 
helping to dirty them, are. 
Over the past two weeks city and 
University police officers have 
been fingerprinting children in 
Bowling Green City Schools for 
future identification. 
With the permission of their par- 
ents, the children are fingerprinted 
and the cards are placed in a 
plastic bag and sent home with 
The parents keep the prints and 
can take them to the police in the 
event that their child is missing. 
The prints can then be used as a 
positive identification of the child, 
Sue Spokes, president of the Wood 
County Fraternal Order of Police 
Ladies Auxiliary, said. 
"Each individual finger is 
printed, then four at a time and the 
thumb,'' Spokes said. 
The Wood County Sheriffs De- 
partment began the program by 
printing children brought into the 
station by their parents. The FOP 
Auxiliary decided to expand the 
program into the city schools. 
Spokes said. 
IN ORDER to bring this program 
into the schools, the FOP Auxiliary 
had to have the approval of the 
board of education. Spokes said. 
"The board was very excited. 
Many of them would like to have it 
in the junior high and high 
schools," she said. 
Over 90 percent of the parents 
went along with the fingerprinting, 
Spokes said. The biggest concern 
was the privacy of the prints, she 
added. 
"Many of the parents were con- 
cerned about the police having 
copies, but the police do not. The 
parents have the only copies," she 
said. 
Parents who did have their chil- 
dren fingerprinted hoped they 
would not have to use the prints, 
and didn't want to think of what 
could happen, Spokes said. 
"It's sort of like an insurance 
policy, one that you hope you'll 
never have to use. 
The children enjoyed having 
their prints taken, she said. 
"They thought it was fun, even 
though there were a few 'yucks.' I 
hope it gave them a better opinion 
of the police because a lot of them 
are afraid of the police," Spokes 
said. BG Mews Photo/Patrick San 
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Is now accepting applications for 
ADVERTISING SUES REPRESENTATIVES 
to begin Fall Semester 1983 
•Marketing»Sales»Advertising»IPCO 
majors encouraged to apply 
COMMISSION PAID 
Apply: 106 University Hall 8 am to 5 pm 
Deadline: Friday April 22, 1983 
ME!8 
SlOE.Wooster 
352-4497 
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£ 
Delivery Special 
.250 OFF 
Every (Whole) Sub 
Now Every Day of The Week! 
Minimum: 2 Subs or 1 Super Duper 
25« Delivery Charge Expires 4-22-83 
» 
\ 
J 
BLUE JEAN BLITZ 
We're the guys who have your size!" 
BRAND 
Super Straight Lcvis 
Junior 6 Misses 1-16 
CaFifoi nij Straight Levi 
Junior & Misses 3-20 
Super Slim Levis 
Chic Jeans-Straight 
REGULAR PRICE   OUR PRICE 
S21.95 
5^1.95 
S22.95 
S22.95 
_hic Baggies 
Denim & Coloi s 
$31 $22.95 
1 ee Rider Junior Jeans S29 $-21.93 
Calvin Klein 
Denim f» Black 
S38 $29.95 
JoidacheJeans $38 S29.95 
Members Only Jackets S55 S39.95 
Men's Wrangler Jeans 
Four Styles 
S22 S16.95 
\ 
\ 
Men's Wrangler 
KiTit Shirts 
S2C 13.95 
TOPS 
SAV I   S5- J on l adies !<>i>s i. Blouses LEVIS 
Vou Babes Slutted Shit t 
F r i t / i 1 aui .i Mae Sweaters J. Long Sleeve lops 
1 evi and MANY MOKI ! 
v\ i anglei 1/2 PRICE 
THE DENIM DEN 
132 N. Main, B.G. (next door to Finder's) 
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Registration recommended 
by Cathy Clifford 
Waff reporter  
Campus Safety k Secu- 
rity averages 10 to IS re- 
ported bicycle thefts per 
school year. Dean Ger- 
kens, associate director 
said. Campus Safety and 
the city police are trying to 
regulate bicycle thefts, 
Gerkens said, with a dry 
ordinance requiring stu- 
dents to register their 
bikes. ^^ 
Registering a bike is a 
preventative methods stu- 
dents can utilize to deter 
theft and increase the 
chances of recovery should 
theft occur, Gerkens said. 
City ordinance No.75.25 
established October 9, 
1979, states No person shall 
ride or use a bicycle or 
motorized bicycle on any 
yublic street in the dry, 
mless such bicycle or mo- 
torized bicycle is licensed 
and registered as herei- 
nafter provided. Any viola- 
tor of this ordinance will be 
wed 3S dollars. 
Registering a bicycle is 
milar to vehicle registra- 
tion - the owner receives a 
license plate and fills out a 
card describing the make, 
modd and serial number, 
along with any other iden- 
tifying marks, Gerkens 
said. If the owner would 
like to have his Social Se- 
curity number induded, an 
engraver may be obtained, 
be added. 
"There is a two-fold rea- 
son for registering your 
bicycle," Gerkens said. 
"One, to prevent someone 
from stealing it because 
the thief would know it's 
registered. Two, the owner 
would have a greater 
chance of getting the bicy- 
cle back because then 
there would be proof of 
ownership with us and the 
dty." 
According to Pat Joseph, 
records clerk with the 
Bowling Green City Police, 
bicydes can be registered 
with the department for SI. 
The registration is good for 
the length of ownership, 
she added. 
"IF SOMEONE steals a 
bike to ride across campus 
or downtown," Gerkens 
said, "they will probably 
remove the license plate. 
But they anally won't take 
the time to scratch off or 
paint over the Social Secu- 
rity or serial number, 
which would then enable us 
to identify the bicycle. 
"If you dont register 
Sour bicycle you will have 
> be able to identify your 
bicyde right down to a tiny 
scratch and any other iden- 
tifying marks," he said, 
"or you wont reedve your 
bicyde." 
Purchasing a good lock 
is another way a student 
can prevent theft, Gerkens 
said, adding that there are 
a number of specialty 
locks on the market which 
run between $50 and $60. 
"U a student invests $600 
in a bicycle, and invests in 
a $1.98 cable, a 10-year old 
could cut it with wire cut- 
ters," Gerkens said. "It's 
like investing in a car and 
leaving the keys in the 
ignition." 
According to Bike Theft, 
a pamphlet published by 
Bike Security System, 
many bicydes are either 
left unlocked or not locked 
properly when stolen. 
OFTEN THE owner has 
a lock, but leaves the bike 
unattended for a moment 
and it is then that the theft 
occurs, the pamphlet says. 
The pamphlet also says 
bicycle owners do not al- 
ways realize a bicycle is 
light enough to be carried 
away. For this reason, the 
booklet advises that bicy- 
cles always be locked to an 
immovable object, with 
both front and back wheels 
locked. 
"That's a lot of our prob- 
lems," Gerkens said, 
"when students do buy 
good locks and chains they 
only lock the front or the 
back wheel 
"When they (students) 
come out in the morning, 
the front or back wheel is 
still locked nice and tidy to 
the rack, but the rest of the 
bike is gone," he added. 
Gerkens said he also 
feels there is a tendency on 
the part of the bystander to 
overlook a crime In pro- 
gress. 
"I'm not saying that peo- 
ple don't want to get in- 
volved," Gerkens said. 
Deli features Cincy chili 
Cincinnati-style chili 
Is the featured Item on 
the menu In the new 
deli, Kreischer Quick 
Service, located in the 
Krelscher-Darrow resi- 
dence hall. 
Riverfront scenes cre- 
ated by student workers 
decorate the eatery that 
opened March 15. 
"As I understand it, 
Cincinnati Is the chili 
capital of the world and 
that is what we are try- 
ing to pattern ourselves 
after," supervisor 
Mildred Oglesby said. 
Aside from five differ- 
ent types of chili, the 
deli offers a variety of 
foods in bulk. Six-packs 
of pop, bagels and coo- 
kies by the half dozen 
and pound bags of chips. 
Ice cream creations are 
also on the menu. 
The name, Quick 
Service, is not perma- 
nent. "We used that Just 
to get started. We plan 
on having a contest for 
the students to come up 
with a new name," Og- 
lesby said. 
photo by/   Todd Mercer 
Paul Brakeman (left), senior restaurant management major, and Chris Rych- 
novsky, senior education major, serve food at the new dell-style restaurant 
located in Krlescher Hall. 
Ohio Bell creates facilities for blind operator 
CLEVELAND (AP) -Da- 
id Zuchowski does not see 
he flashing lights on his 
switchboard, but the Ohio 
Bell Telephone Co. has 
made  sure  that  callers 
have no inkling their oper- 
ator is blind. 
Zuchowski, 28. has been 
Jobs • Jobs • Jobs • Jobs 
Thought about next 
year yet? 
We have. 
The BG News is now accepting 
applications in its production 
shop for next year in the following areas: 
Ad typist/paste-up 
Editorial typist 
Editorial paste up asst. 
Camera technician 
Check Student employment, 460 
Student serivces for job description/ 
qualifications, and further details. 
Applications will close 5 p.m., April 16 
■ 
blind since birth. He Is the 
first full-time sightless op- 
erator in the Bell System, a 
lob that cost Ohio Bell and 
the American Telephone & 
Telegraph Corp. about $100,000 to create. 
Equipment for the Visu- 
ally   Impaired   Operator 
System was designed over the last six years by a West 
Coast firm. Ohio Bell offi- 
cials said they wanted the 
device to allow Zuchowski 
to work at the same pace 
as other operators in the 
suburban Lakewood office. 
Zuchowski's console ap- 
pears no different from 
other operators nearby. 
But a small electronic 
braille console is hooked to 
a larger unit and his ear- 
phones emit two voice sig- 
nals, one from the 
customer to his left ear and 
voice conversion of visu- 
ally displayed signals to 
his right ear. 
Other Bell System com- 
panies In West Virginia, 
Maryland, Arizona, Colo- 
rado, Florida, Massachu- 
setts, Rhode Island, 
Arkansas, Pennsylvania 
and England soon will em- 
ploy blind operators, Jay 
Rochlin, an AT&T man- 
ager, said. 
ATTENTION PRE-LAW SOCIETY MEMBERS 
APPLICATIONS     NOW AVAILABLE     FOR $500.00 
UNDERGRADUATE       SCHOLARSHIP 
APPLICATIONS AND DETAILS 
AVAILABLE IN THE POLITICAL 
SCIENGE OFFICE - 2ND FLOOR 
WILLIAMS HALL • PRE-LA W SOCIETY    MEMBERSHIP IS STILL AVAILABLE AND OPEN TO   ALL STUDENTS. 
HAVING   GONE   to 
school with sighted chil- 
dren in suburban Parma 
and majored for a year in 
telecommunications at 
Kent State University, 
Zuchowski said he knows 
why studies show that 50,- 
000 to 75,000 visually im- 
paired people are listed as 
''discouraged workers," 
those who have tried con- 
tinuously to find work but 
have been unsuccessful. 
"The problem clearly is 
not one of motivation in a 
majority of cases, I would 
suspect," he said. "The 
problem is that the world is 
designed for sighted peo- 
P
 Before Ohio Bell hired 
him in January, Zuchowski 
worked five years on a 
closed-circuit radio station 
serving the visually im- 
paired with news ana infor- 
mation. He attended a 
school to learn broadcast- 
ing techniques and has 
earned a third class Fed- 
eral Communications 
Commission endorsement 
required for broadcasters. 
You're    living   proof 
that the   BG News 
ads are read!        | 
"If Oust aren't seagulls ... we're in trouble." 
There's a better way 
to see America this summer. 
Now that school's out, take some time out to see America. 
And a great way to see it is on Greyhound with Ameripass*. 
The Greyhound Ameripass is your passport to unlimited 
travel in the U.S. and Canada. For one economical price, you get 
the freedom of over 100,000 miles of Greyhound routes coast to 
coast. And you can get an Ameripass for 7,15, or 30 days. 
If you're going straight home, don't forget about 
Greyhound's convenient schedules. No matter where you're going, 
chances are Greyhound's going there. 
So this summer, leave your car at home and go Greyhound 
with an Ameripass. 
For more information, call yoi" local Greyhound agent. 
fJGOGREYHOiM) 
i*w. And lea« the diving to us. 
C m Gnyhound Una. Inc. 
II 
TO 
ORDINARY. 
01982 TJCOB.II 
BASH 
RIPROCK'S BASH RIPROCK'S 
"HOME OF THE BASHED POTATO" 
NEW EXPANDED HOURS 
NOW OPEN: 
Sunday - Wednesday 11:00 AM -1:00 AN 
Thursday • Saturday 11:00 AM-3:00 AM 
.50* OFF ANY BASHED POTATO, 
SUB, MEXICAN SPECIALTY OR 
MEAT & CHEESE BAGEL. 
• COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED WITH PURCHASE. 
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER. 
VALID 4/15/83 - 4/17/83 
Eat in, Delivery, or Carry out 
AFTER HOURS SPECIAL 
BUY 1 GET 1 FOR 1/2 
PRICE ON ANY BASHED POTATO, 
MEXICAN SPECIALTY, SUB, 
OR MEAT & CHEESE BAGEL. 
• COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED WITH PURCHASE. 
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER. 
VALID 4/15/83-4/17/83 
Eat In, Delivery, or Carry out uw 
—■ * - , , , m III   M   II      ■!     I|     M   Ml    M      I      ■ p        l|      II «    I III        I        ""^*"* * 
BASH RIPROCK'S 
128 W. W00STER 354-3939 
ilKfwmLM I A» . 
FREETACO 
_jW6ai«o WITH PURCHASE Of 
'%%?"     TACOBULGRANDE-.ORTACOUGHT-   4/20/83 
k, 
WOOQPfTW 
araafms 
320 E. WOOSTER 
Bflili 
NEW 
MENU 
LOWER 
PRICES 
Daily HAPPY HOURS 
4-6PM & 910PM 
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Taxes suggestions 
IRS offers advice 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
The Internal Revenue 
Service, often viewed as 
trying to squeeze every 
last dime out of taxpayers, 
offered some suggestions 
for saving money yester- 
day as it braced for an 
onslaught of returns from 
last-minute filers. 
With a deadline of mid- 
night tonight for most 
Americans to file their fed- 
eral income-tax returns, 
IRS spokesman Larry Bat- 
dorf said perhaps more 
than 7 million people are 
making errors in arith- 
metic - mistakes that can 
delay a refund. And many 
working couples are ne- 
glecting to claim a special 
new deduction of up to $1,- 
500, he added. 
As up to IS million pro- 
crastinating couples and 
individuals engaged in the 
annual spring rite of filling 
out their returns at the last 
minute, there were these 
other tax developments: 
• The Tax Foundation, a 
nonprofit research organi- 
zation, estimated the aver- 
age taxpayer would have 
to work eight hours a day 
until May 2 this year Just to 
pay state, federal ana local 
taxes. That is one day less 
than last year - th^nkn 
chiefly to a cut in federal 
income taxes - and five 
days less than the May 7 
"tax freedom" date in 
1961, when the tax burden 
was highest on record. 
THE SITUATION is not 
as bad as it might seem, 
however. The Tax Founda- 
tion figures divide all gov- 
ernment revenues - 
including those taxes paid 
by businesses - among in- 
dividuals. 
The foundation figures 
the average U.S. worker 
spends two hours and 40 
minutes of each working 
day just earning money to 
pay those taxes. That is 
one minute less than last 
year. The federal share is 
one hour and 44 minutes - 
easily the biggest claim on 
earnings. 
Housing takes 94 min- 
utes a day; food, 67 min- 
utes; transporation, 43 
minutes; medical care, 35 
minutes; clothing, 22 min- 
utes, recreation, 21 min- 
utes, and all others, 
including savings, 38 min- 
utes. 
• The Senate Budget 
Committee found itself 
deadlocked, 11-11, on a 
Democratic call for raising $30.2 billion next year 
through an unspecified tax 
increase. That amount 
could be saved by repeal- 
ing the final installment 
this year of President Rea- 
gan's income tax cuts. 
• Financial institutions 
reported heavy sales of 
tax-reducing Individual 
Retirement Accounts. A 
contribution to a tax-de- 
ferred IRA allows a person 
to avoid tax on up to $2,000 
of last year's income 
($2,250 for a couple that 
includes a nonworking 
spouse). 
Gambling 
compulsion 
suspected 
Uptown alternative 
Choice offered 
by Kelly Weainer 
reporter  
The residents of Bowling 
Green and the surrounding 
area are now being offered 
a dining and entertainment 
alternative, John Anast, 
owner of El Dorado Res- 
taurant, said. 
Anast said the restau- 
rant, located at 1095 Main 
St., provides "high class 
entertainment for students 
and a new alternative to 
the bars uptown." 
According to Anast, the 
restaurant has featured a 
different band every week- 
end since January to pro- 
vide entertainment for its 
customers.      • v ■ 
"Having spent six years 
in this community, I care a 
lot about it. I want to give 
them (the residents) some 
place they can go and eat 
dinner and then move into 
another room for enter- 
tainment," he said. "There 
is no other place like that 
in Bowling Green." 
One band that has ap- 
peared at El Dorado is 
Autumn. Jim Slagle, 
leader of the band, said the 
group enjoys playing at El 
Dorado because he was 
reared in this area. 
"We (the members of 
the group) wanted to find a 
location that would be suit- 
able for the 25-and-up 
group," he said. "We are 
vying to get a momentum 
going and keep consistent. 
"It takes time, though, to 
create a nucleus and then 
create a warm, comfort- 
able atmosphere," Slagle 
added. 
Anast said be likes to 
create an atmosphere that 
includes a comfooaftle din- 
ing area and a seperate but 
equally comfortable enter- 
tainment area. "The atmo- 
sphere changes from one 
room to another," he said. 
An attractive feature of 
El Dorado, according to 
Anast, is the Mexican food 
that is offered. 
"To tell you the truth, I 
didn't know anything about 
Mexican food when I 
opened the resturant," he 
said. "I have learned a lot 
since I began. We now 
make all of our sauces and 
chips from scratch and we 
are planting our own gar- 
den so that all our vegeta- 
bles will be fresh." 
Anast said the biggest 
problem in his business is 
changing people's habits. 
"We want this place to 
become habitual," he said. 
"Although we advertise, I 
believe strongly in word- 
of-mouth." 
Anast said this was not 
the ideal time to start a 
new resturant. 
COLUMBUS (AP) - An 
official of Gamblers Anon- 
ymous suspects that Art 
Schlichter has an illness 
that may be as serious as 
cancer and may never play 
football again because of 
it 
The official, identified 
only as Steve T., serves as 
a public relations man for 
the New York Chapter of 
Gamblers Anonymous. 
He's been following the 
plight of Schlichter, a Bal- 
timore Colts' reserve quar- 
terback who federal law 
enforcement officials al- 
lege bet $389,000 on basket- 
ball games in three months 
this winter. 
When Schlichter failed to 
cover $159,000 of his wa- 
gers and his bookmakers 
threatened to tell the Colts, 
the former Ohio State star 
turned to the FBI and 
helped in the arrest and 
indictments of four Balti- 
more area men, authori- 
ties said. 
The four men pleaded 
innocent Wednesday and 
will go on trial June 6 in a 
federal court in Columbus. 
"You wonder how some- 
body intelligent and with a 
limitless future - a future 
that kids who grow up 
throwing a football dream 
about - might get in this 
fix. You might say, 'I just 
don't understand,' " Steve 
T. told 77ie Columbus Dis- 
patch. 
"BUT THERE is nothing 
to understand, except that 
If somebody told you that 
an Art Schlichter had can- 
cer, you would feel very 
bad for him. Your heart 
would go out. 
"Well, I would suggest 
that he might have an ill- 
ness equally as serious and 
debilitating. Because it has 
killed people and driven 
them crazy. 
"If you have to worry 
every single day who you 
can see and who you can't 
see and that you can't an- 
swer the phone beause it 
might be somebody you 
owe, you're talking about 
something that is very se- 
rious. Not about a degener- 
ate, understand. About 
someone who can't help it. 
And as soon as he recog- 
nizes it, he can help him- 
self." 
Steve T. predicts 
Schlichter, the fourth 
player chosen in the 1982 
college draft, won't play 
football again. 
"That's the price hell 
Ky," be said. "But maybe 
can live with some san- 
ity. Maybe be can have 
serenity. 
"YOU KNOW, he proba- 
bly thinks his life is over. 
But maybe it's just begin- 
ning." 
Steve T. knows the curse 
of gambling first hand. He 
is a recovered compulsive 
gambler. 
He placed his first bet 
when he was 16. And two 
years later be had it "real 
bad." At 24, six years ago, 
he gambled for the last 
time. 
"If Art Schlichter is the 
same as I am, he gambled 
because of an uncontrolla- 
ble urge. You can forget 
the figures involved. When 
i'ou're out of control and 
t's unmanageable, the fig- 
ures don't mean any- 
thing." 
SUMMER 
EMPLOYMENT!! 
pOYAL PRESTIGE MUST SUPPLEMENT ITS SUMMER WORK FORCE. 
THE COMPANY HAS OPENINGS IN OFFICES 
IN THE FOLLOWING CITIES: 
IN OHIO 
CLEVELAND 
COLUMBUS 
CINCINNATI 
AKRON 
TOLEDO 
DAYTON 
SANDUSKY MANSFIELD 
STARTING PAY $200 PER WEEK, 
plus incentives & bonuses! 
FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION 
CALL: 362-0046 
TUES  APRIL 19. 1083 
WEDS APRIL 20. 1883 
FROM 0AM - 1PM 
ASK FOR MR. MARTIN 
Announcing 
Open Auditions 
for the Summer Musical 
OKLAHOMA! 
Actors — Singers — Dancers 
Musicians ~ Stage Hands - Publicity 
Volunteer Staff 
April 24 A 25 at 7:00 
Call Backs April 28 at 7:00 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
Auditions are open to students and non-stu- 
dents 16 years or older. Community members 
are encouraged to participate. 
Celebrate Bowling Green's 150th anniversary 
Audition for Oklahoma! 
25th Anniversary)~. 
BOWLING 
TOURNAMENT 
Saturday, April 16, 11:00am 
Buckeye Room, Union 
Free and open to all students 
Singles only for single elimination tourney, 
fifteen frames per game, trophies awarded. 
Sign up in UAO office, 2-2343 
iF 
presented  by  tie  College of 
Theatre Departmeat, KSU 
Maskal  Arts and  the 
**• >-sS»»iS»vSSSSSSBSSSSS^ASSW0O C . SSSSSass^ 
wo 
«33s 
MODEL OPEN... 
11:00 AM TIL 4:00 PM WEEKDAYS 
11.00 AM TIL 4:00 PM SATURDAY 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
BEHIND MARK'S PIZZA PUB 
NEXT TO STERLING MILK 8 DORSET DRUG 
?fl 
*0 
UF04« 
NO LONG WALKS IN MUD AND SLUSH Oft 
ON THOSE SUB-ZERO, WINDY, WINTER QAY& 
WOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 4 FALL SCHOOL 1883 
OPENINGS FOR STUDENTS 
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS. (SUMMER 8 FALL SCHOOL YEAR) 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (2) BEDROOM (1-4) STUDENTS SUMMER SESSION 
(20) GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR 
' (2) bedroom (carpeted and furnished) 
* Laundry facilities In each bldg. 
* Free trash removal 
* All units nava doubt* locks (Including deadbolt) 
* Wall Inaulated and soundproof units 
* Modern-Furnlshed-Cable TV 
* 2 mln. walk to campus .-— . M__-. 
* 8 mln. walk downtown WiYlyillftrl Iffft 
* 26 business establishments at your front door 
* Large Ireezerfor additional storage 
* Ample parking at your front door 
* Qas barbeque grill for th* gourmet cook 
* No car required, save on gas ft operating costs 
* No long walks on those zero winter days or In th* mud and slush 
* Wall lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas 
' Friendly helpful landlords 
* Washer ft Dryer In bldg a       ____»■—■_    _       ■ 
* Fr** h*at, water, * sewage f^^cs^or^ CBoT~] 
* Dependable maintenance                              OOCAMftrt MANOR 
' 8 1/2 or 12 month leases "    uTi-— ' •-—TT1 IU 
From $132.00 per person per month 
(4) Person occupancy 
(2) and (3) Person apartments available 
*o 
*°4, 
AtLUTiiiTUtmrniinn ixciPT BUCTBK 
(heat * A.C. hy Oa*)--Cebk> T.V. 
352-9302 
EVENINGS ANO WEEKENOS 
352-736S 
G»£-P 
*t°£o* 
Groups ask for bill 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Sev- 
eral lobbying groups are 
trying to pry rrom a House 
committee a bill they 
claim can alleviate the in- 
creasing problem of home 
and farm mortgage fore- 
closures in Ohio. 
But the state's mortgage 
lenders, with considerable 
lobbying clout, have the 
measure stalled in the 
House Agriculture and 
Natural Resources Com- 
mittee. 
After eight hearings on 
theproposal by Rep. Harry 
Malott, D-Mount Crab, no 
further sessions have been 
scheduled and a commit- 
tee spokesman said the 
members are awaiting di- 
rections from the office of 
House Speaker Vernal 
Riffe Jr., D-New Boston. 
The bill sets up a two- 
step process under which 
the terms of mortgage pay- 
ments could be renego- 
tiated to postpone 
foreclosures for up to IB 
months, if a judge ap- 
proves. 
In each of the 88 coun- 
ties, there would be a home 
credit emergency review 
board. Homeowners who 
fall behind in their pay- 
ments could petition the 
board to set up negotia- 
tions with their creditors, 
in an attempt to reach a 
voluntary   re-financing 
agreement. 
MALOTT'S BILL pro- 
vides that if negotiating 
fails, the board can make 
recommendations to the 
judge. In turn, the judge 
can either allow the fore- 
closure process to proceed 
or grant a stay on the fore- 
closure for up to 18 months. 
Local 969 of the United 
Auto Workers, along with 
the Ohio Public Interest 
Campaign and representa- 
tives of other social serv- 
ice, church, and 
community organizations, 
called on Columbus area 
legislators at a meeting 
this week to try to get the 
bill moving. 
OPIC said that in 1982, 
Franklin County had more 
foreclosure sales than any 
of the other most populous 
counties in Ohio. It said 
Ohio "has more home 
loans in default and fore- 
closure than any state ex- 
cept California - a state 
twice our size." 
The public interest group 
listed 1,578 foreclosures in 
Franklin County last year, 
followed by 1,533 in Cuya- 
hoga, 858 in Summit, 742 in 
Montgomery, 583 in Lucas, 
573 in Hamilton, 301 in Ma- 
honing, and 204 in Trum- 
bull County. 
OPIC SAID its figures 
were obtained from county 
sheriff's departments, and 
don't reflect a breakdown 
as to types of property 
involved in foreclosure 
sales. They include farms 
and commercial property, 
although the sheriffs were 
quoted as saying the ma- jority of foreclosures were 
on homes. 
Malott's bill would be 
temporary law, going off 
the books in two years un- 
less renewed. It would ap- 
ply only to loans taken out 
prior to the passage of the 
measure. 
Banks, savings and 
loans, and other financial 
institutions have opposed 
the bill on grounds it would 
discourage lending and put 
a further crimp in an al- 
ready depressed housing 
market. 
But OPIC said in a 
statement that "the bill is 
not a moratorium on forc- 
losure and would only be 
effective in saving homes 
or farms where the owner 
has missed payments due 
to conditions beyond his 
control, has a good record 
as a money manager, and 
has a good prospect of be- 
ing able to make his pay- 
ments in the near future." 
University Village 
NOW LEASING 
Close to campus, banks and fast food OFFICE HOURS: 
Dependable maintenance Mon-Fri 9-5 
ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid for Sat 9-12 
Tenant pays electric only PHONE 
eSummer rates available 352-0164 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN 
AMHERST VILLAGE BEHIND WENDY'S 
\ LADIES^ 
fA Place 
To Move Together 
U» South  BVrnr  Hood,  fctafc,  Ohk, 4JJM 382-1876 
SATURDAY 
NIGHT 
SCSI I 
FREE PASS 
for 
the GUYS 
good for 4-16-83 
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Fuse cripples long-distance calls 
Flood causes phone communication breakdown 
NEW 0R1£ANS (AP) - A flooded 
basement and the failure of a $2 fuse 
crippled the long distance telecom- 
munications system of this city for 10 
hours last week and severed its link 
with a nuclear attack warning sys- 
tem. 
Hie breakdown demonstrated the 
vulnerability of centralized telephone 
systems in §0 U.S. cities where simi- 
lar computer switching machines sit 
in guarded, windowless buildings, 
according to AT&T officials. 
The core of the long-distance tele- 
phone system - a computer carrying 
thousands of circuits, including prior- 
ity government lines -has survived 
floods,   hurricanes,   tornados   and 
blackouts across the country. 
But when 11 inches of rain brought 
widespread flooding to Louisiana, the 
system failed. 
"I've never been through a set of 
circumstances like that and I thought 
I'd seen everything," Art Ammon, 
manager of the Network Operations 
Center at AT&T headquarters in 
Bedminster, N.J., said, "we've never 
had anything quite this devastating." 
TECHNOLOGY and centralization 
have made telephone systems more 
efficient but also more vulnerable to 
floods, $2 fuses -and terrorism or 
nuclear attack, according to Ammon. 
"There is concern on the part of 
government - and it's probably a 
legitimate one - about the reliability 
of the communications switch net- 
work," Ammon said. 
"It's a fact that if you lose one of 
those control units, as we did last 
week, some critical lines are going to 
be lost." 
AT&T and the government are 
studying ways to switch long distance 
calls through smaller phone offices in 
cases of emergency, which is not now 
possible, Ammon said. 
On Thursday, April 7, an intricate 
system of backups failed. 
South Central Bell Telephone's $12 
million long-distance switching com- 
puter, called a 4ESS, had to be shut 
down, knocking out 30.000 telephone 
circuits into and out of southeastern 
Louisiana. Some of the circuits car- 
ried high-level government traffic, 
Ammon said. 
THE FAA airport control tower lost 
its computer link to Houston and 
outlying towers. Shipping operations 
were paralyzed. The mayor couldn't 
telephone the governor. 
And for 3 hours and 56 minutes, 
southeast Louisiana was cut off from 
the National Warning System which 
alerts the public to nuclear attack or 
accidental missile launch. The Fed- 
eral Emergency Management 
Agency office in Baton Rouge, La., 
used single-band radio backup to keep 
in touch with New Orleans. 
"That old radio came before tele- 
vision, satellite and microwave - but 
it works when everything else is out," 
Al Bennett, FEMA state communica- 
tions and warning officer, said." 
The airport control tower also used 
a single-band radio to contact Hous- 
ton for clearance to let planes take off 
from New Orleans. 
It all began with heavy rains flood- 
ing the basement of South Central 
Bell's 16-story computer building in 
downtown New Orleans. Officials cut 
commercial power to the building 
before dawn. 
AN EMERGENCY diesel-powered 
generator automatically started but 
shut itself off 43 minutes later when 
the oil overheated. 
An electrical fuse the size of a cigar 
had blown and fans used to cool the 
engine oil never started, T.E. Lind- 
sey, operations manager for AT&T 
Long Lines in New Orleans, said. The 
engine could not be restarted until the 
oil cooled. 
The second backup system, huge 
batteries kept on an upper floor, be- 
came the power source tor the build- 
ing and its vital switching equipment. 
Meanwhile, technicians at the Net- 
work Operations Center in New Jer- 
sey watched their floor-to-ceiling 
operations map for signs of trouble. 
Group expects to find half million tax complaints 
CINCINNATI (AF) - A regional 
organizer for a group called Ohioans 
for Tax Reduction says he expects no 
trouble finding a half million people 
who want to repeal the 90 percent 
income tax increase enacted shortly 
after Gov. Richard Celeste took of- 
fice. 
"The majority of the citizens of 
Ohio were outraged" by the Demo- 
cratic governor's proposal,  Daniel 
Riehle of Cincinnati said yesterday. 
His group plans to circulate peti- 
tions in all of Ohio's major cities to 
force state officials to put a tax reduc- 
tion proposal to a public vote. 
"In order to place this amendment 
on the ballot, we are required to 
obtain 335,672 valid signatures," 
Riehle said. "Our goal is to collect 
500,000 statewide, and locally we seek 
100,000." 
Riehle, a computer specialist, was 
an unsuccessful Libertarian Party 
candidate for Hamilton County com- 
missioner in 1962. He said Ohioans for 
Tax Reduction has the backing of 
several Republican state office hold- 
ers, and or the Clark County Demo- 
cratic Caucus. 
"DUE TO restrictions within the 
Ohio Code, the only avenue open to 
OTR in our repeal effort is an amend- 
ment to the Ohio Constitution," Riehle 
said. 
"The proposed amendment in its 
current wording has two sections: 
Section 1 states the Ohio income tax 
level will revert to its Jan. 1, 1982, 
level on July 1, 1964; the second 
section will require all future Ohio tax 
increases to pass both branches of the 
state legislature with a two-thirds 
majority." 
Riehle said the state could manage 
across-the-board budget cuts, espe- 
cially in education. 
"I don't think the education cuts are 
going to cut the quality of education," 
he said. "The big expense of educa- 
tion in this state is the bureaucratic 
costs in filtering this money through 
Columbus." 
Riehle called the amendment by 
Ohioans for Tax Reduction "a very 
moderate proposal" and one that 
would show state legislators that 
Ohioans want them to hold down 
spending. 
"The Doomtown of Ohio is Colum- 
bus," Riehle said. "What's happening 
is the state is taking tax dollars out of 
the Greater Cincinnati area and 
spending it for a big, massive govern- 
ment machine in Columbus." 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Is Now Accepting Applications For 
OBSIDIAN EDITOR 
Applications are available 
at 106 University Hall 
Deadline is Friday, 
April 15, 1983 
Poles urged to demonstrate on May Day; 
Walesa not endorsing protest publicly 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NORTH & SOUTH 
-   OFFICE -400 Napoleon Rd 
Phone 352-9135 
FOR A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE ■ COME OUT 
IAND SECURE YOUR APARTMENT FORSUMMER% 
& NEXT FALL NOW! WE PAY HEAT. WATER 
AND CABLE, 
ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
OFFICE HOURS 9-12 & 1-5 MON-FRI. 
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT 
Open Sat. April 16 
10-4 
WARSAW, Poland (AP) 
- The Solidarity under- 
ground yesterday urged 
Polish workers to demon- 
strate nationwide on May 
Day to protest "the taking 
of our holiday" by the 
Communist regime: 
The appeal was issued 
after police interrogated 
the wife of Solidarity chief 
Lech Walesa for three 
hours. Danuta Walesa said 
(4 
police in Gdansk frisked 
her before questioning her 
about her husband's con- 
tacts with the under- 
ground. 
The underground com- 
munique, distributed to 
Western reporters, said 
"We are calling for demon- 
strations under the slo- 
gans: free all political 
prisoners; end price in- 
creases; (give) the fruits 
of labor to society; (and) 
peace and solidarity." 
It urged supporters to 
prepare protest marches, 
paint placards and leaf- 
lets, and boycott official 
May Day celebrations as 
"an expression of our op- 
position against the taking 
of our holiday by the au- 
thorities who declared war 
on their own society," a 
reference to the declare- 
REASONABLE RA TES..." 
THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS 
in conjunction with 
UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Offers to the Students of 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PROFESSIONAL 
RESUME 
ReasonableRa.es     SERVICES 
Professional Quality on the Most Sophisticated Typesetting 
Equipment in Bowling Green. 
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall 
i ,f .' i 
ill 
It's a Celebration! 
Join in the fun as, 
celebrates the 25th Anniversary 
of the BGSU Student Union 
Friday, April 15th 
Local Talent Night 
8:00-ll:00p.m - Sidedoor, Union 
Admission: $1.00 
Saturday, April 16 
Union 25th Anniversary Concert 
8:00-11:00pm - Falcon's Nest, Union 
Featuring the return of BG's own 
Mitchhart and Cowden 
Free and Open to all 
A great time - don't miss itl 
THE BOWLING GREEN SKATING CLUB PROUDLY PRESENTS 
^oftigons '83 
Feetorrtg 
1983 World Champion 
SCOTT HAMILTON 
NATALIE and WAYNE SEYBOLO 
13B3 - 9th. U.S. Senior Pairs 
1983 - U.S. Junior Pairs Champions 
3 BIG SHOWS 
Friday, April 22—7:30 P.M. 
Saturday, April 23—1:30 & "7:30 P.M 
v    All Seats Reserved — S6.00 
— TICKETS — 
Ice Horizone Box Office 
BGSU Ice Arena 
MOUPtS 
Mon—Fri A P.M. - S P.M. 
Sat 10 A.M. -S P.M. 
Phone |«119) 3S4-1439 
SANCTIONED BY THE UNITED STATES FIGURE SKATING ASSOCIATION 
tion of martial law. 
Walesa, reached by tele- 
phone at his apartment in 
Gdansk, would not publicly 
endorse the communique, 
signed by the five under- 
ground leaders he met with 
over the weekend. 
ASKED WHETHER he 
supported the call for dem- 
onstrations, Walesa said, 
"Those who signed it sup- 
port it. But you must un- 
d«r*tMMl, fr -am - not 
distancing myself from it, 
and you must understand 
why I am saying this now." 
Walesa is under heavy 
police surveillance and has 
been extremely cautious in 
publicly voicing support 
tor the underground. Wa- 
lesa said Tuesday night he 
and his Solidarity col- 
leagues had agreed to back 
each other's policy 
statements. 
Both Walesa, who was 
interrogated for five hours 
Wednesday, and his wife 
were asked by police about 
the clandestine weekend 
session with the under- 
ground. 
But Walesa refused to 
disclose details of either 
the meeting or the police 
interrogation,   and   Mrs. 
Walesa told reporters she 
knew nothing about her 
husband's meeting with 
the underground. 
The underground com- 
munique, signed by the 
members of Solidarity's 
fugitive Temporary Coor- 
dinating Commission, was 
stronger than a statement 
last month which also 
called for demonstrations 
against the regime May 1, 
traditionally observed as 
the workers' holiday. 
THE POLISH ■ govern- 
ment imposed martial law 
Dec. 13, 1981, suspended 
Solidarity, interned Wa- 
lesa and most of the other 
union leaders, and im- 
posed tight controls on so- 
ciety to prevent a fresh 
labor challenge. 
Several score Solidarity 
leaders have eluded cap- 
ture, including the five 
Temporary Commission 
members with whom Wa- 
lesa met over the weekend. 
It was his first meeting 
with his fugitive colleagues 
since he was released from 
martial law internment 
last November, and rep- 
resented an intensification 
of his efforts to revive Soli- 
darity, the only union in 
the Soviet bloc free of Com- 
munist Party control. 
••UN DRY: 
FREE WASH 
Good 17 pm Friday, April 15 
709 S. MAIN 
■*■> 
Now Leasing for 
Fall 1983-84 
ROCK LEDGE MANOR 
850 Sixth St .t South College 
2 bedroom fum. apt. 
2fuBoaths 
cable vWon-cUshwasher 
4 x 10 storage locker 
$535 P^r month 
-9 month lease 
Owner pays heat and water 
B0GGS REAL ESTATE 
caM 352-3841 11-3 or 354-1120 
■Mi 
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Director rules out charging admission to state parks 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Lt GOT. Myrl 
Shoemaker told • Houae panel yester- 
day he has ruled out suggestions that ■rtmitatnn be charged at state parks 
to help fund the natural-resources 
ucpvrrocnt. 
''Lots of people want us to charge 
admission fees, entrance fees to the 
state puts. This is not going to hap- 
pen as long as I'm director," Shoe- 
maker, who beads the department, ■aid. 
He voiced objections to the idea 
during testimony before a House fi- 
nance subcommittee working on the 
department's proposed two-year bud- 
Gov. Richard Celeste's $27.6 billion 
spending plan Includes $154.6 million 
for the natural-resources department 
compared to the $140.6 million spent 
by the agency this year, an increase 
of 9.9 percent. 
William Napier, deputy director, 
said the possibility of ending the free 
admission policy at state parks bad 
been raised by some private organiza- 
tions as a way to generate more 
money for the park system during a 
tight budget period. 
"SOME STATES have that, and I 
think in some of the federal national 
parks they nave a system like that 
also. But it's not something that we 
feel appropriate to do here. We're not 
supportive of that," Napier said. 
"In the first place, people pay 
through their tax dollars to support 
the parks and should be able to enter 
them for free. And second of all, even 
If we wanted to it requires such an 
administrative burden to collect the 
money that I'm not sure we'd make 
anything anyway." 
Although admission to state parks 
Is free, there are charges for certain 
services such as boat rentals or camp- 
ing. 
Shoemaker told the finance panel 
the proposed budget would add $200,- 
000 a year to current expenditures in 
the division of parks and recreation to 
help deal with deteriorating equip- 
ment and facilities. It also adds $500,- 
000 annually to this year's spending 
level of $250,000 for renovation of park 
facilities. 
The department budget proposed 
expansion of the Civilian Conserva- 
tion Corps from current spending of 
$1.7 million to $2.3 million next year. 
That would boost from about 120 to 420 
the number of unemployed youths 
enrolled in the job training program. 
BUT REP. Arthur Wilkowskl, D-To- 
ledo, who introduced the bill creating 
the CCC, called for legislators to 
increase funding to $15 million over 
the two-year period. 
"The consensus of opinion In the 
House - through discussions with 
members of the Economic Affairs 
Committee, some discussions among 
leadership within both parties - (Is) 
we're talking maybe about a $15 mil- 
lion budget for the Civilian Conserva- 
tion Corps," Wilkowskl said. 
He said the public service projects 
in which the corps is involved would 
aid the environment, alleviate unem- 
ployment and teach the work ethic. 
Soviets say 'no need' for missiles in Cuba AT A GLANCE 
MOSCOW (AP) - The 
Soviet Union has "no 
need" to put nuclear mis- 
siles in Cuba in retaliation 
far VS. deployment of new 
medium-range rockets in 
Europe later this year, a 
top Soviet general says. 
It was the dearest signal 
yet from the Soviets that 
Cuba does not figure in 
their threat to retaliate for 
the planned "Euromissile" 
Be comments were 
made by MaJ. Gen. Yuri 
LeL*iev, a military ad- 
viser to Soviet arms-con- 
trol negotiators. 
Kremlin officials have 
warned repeatedly they 
will put the United States 
in an "analogous position" 
if the American missiles 
are stationed In Western 
Europe, within a few min- 
utes' striking distance of 
Soviet territory. 
These statements raised 
speculation in the United 
States that the -Soviets 
were considering deploy- 
ing mid-range rockets In 
Lebedev, dismissing that 
possibility, said one of the 
retaliatory options avail- 
able to Soviet leaders 
would simply be expanding 
their own intermediate- 
range nuclear forces in 
Europe. 
"ITS ENOUGH to de- 
Ohio companies 
hit Fortune 500 
CLEVELAND (AP) - 
Led by a aeveland-based 
coal company, four Ohio 
companies are appearing 
for the first time on For- 
tune magazine's list of the 
nation's top 500 industrial 
corporations. 
North American Coal 
Corp., recovering from a 
72-day strike In 1981, 
pasted a 2^76 percent in- 
crease in earnings from 
1911 to 1982 to take the No. 
461 spot 
"We are pleased that the 
growth in our western sur- 
face mining operations has 
reached the point where 
we're Included in the 500," 
John Cook, a North Ameri- 
can Coal vice president, 
said. 
"Last year was a record 
year for earnings despite 
the closing of one of our 
important underground 
mines (in southern Ohio)," 
Cook said. "However, we 
expect the closing of that 
mine will result in lower 
production forme coming 
year." 
Three other Ohio compa- 
nies were newcomers to 
the list, and one firm 
dropped off because of a 
merger. 
Other Ohio companies 
4ft»fHng are Worthington 
Industries, Columbus, 486; 
Cooper Tire & Rubber Co., 
Findlay, 493; and Diebold 
Inc., Canton, 496. The 
rankings are based solely 
on 1983 sales and revenues. 
A total of 38 Ohio compa- 
nies are in the 1982 Fortune 
500 ranking compared with 
35 in 1961. Marathon Oil 
Co., Findlay, was. dropped 
because of its merger into 
U.S. Steel Corp. 
Fortune defines an in- 
dustrial company as one 
deriving more than 50 per- 
cent of Its sales from man- 
ufacturing or mining. 
The Standard Oil Co. 
(Ohio) continued to lead 
the state's entries. Sohio is 
in 21st place, the same as 
1981. 
Proctor & Gamble Co., 
Cincinnati, moved up two 
notches, from 35th to 33rd. 
Of the other Ohio firms 
on the list, 14 companies 
moved up in the rankings, 
while 18 dropped. One com- 
pany, White Consolidated 
Industries, Cleveland, re- 
tained its lMth-place rank- 
ing. 
American Greeting's 
Corp.. Cleveland, ad- 
vanced to 401st place from 
478th in 1981, the first year 
the company had cracked 
the top 500. The president 
said aggy and Strawberry 
Shortcake helped. 
ICELANDAIR IS STILL 
YOUR BEST VALUE 
TO EUROPE 
LUXEMBOURG 
'489 <499 
FROM 
■JU.T1MML 
MEW VOW      I   NUMM1M. 
S-p.rAPEXfM« AprllWK 1»M >-«0WMt 1«*Wttimapmttm.IM«"d. 
uu\j>matiwmtnr»m.ruimmi.imnmmmo 
■ Free deluxe molorcoach from Luxembourg to Frankfurt Duueldorf. 
Cotogne, Bhburg. Mannheim. Wuppertal and Kehl. Germany. ■ Bargau 
car renula from $99/»e*k in Luxembourg. ■ Free wine with dinner, 
cdtnc after. 
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ploy new systems in Soviet 
territory," he said. 
Would missiles be placed 
in Soviet-allied Cuba? he 
was asked. 
"There is no need to do it 
and I have underlined that 
already," be responded. 
Lebedev also described 
President Reagan's pro- 
posed anti-missile system 
as ultimately useless. 
The United States, under 
a NATO decision, plans to 
begin deploying 573 new 
medium-range missiles, 
with ranges of up to 1,500 
miles, in five West Euro- 
pean countries late this 
year. The Soviets have a 
similar number of SS-30s 
and   other   intermediate- 
range missiles targeted on 
Western Europe. 
The NATO decision calls 
for installation of the mis- 
siles unless the United 
States and Soviet Union 
first negotiate an 
agreement reducing me- 
dium-range nuclear weap- 
ons in Europe. Those 
negotiations, now 18 
months old, appear dead- 
locked. 
Lebedev was asked what 
the Soviet leadership 
meant when it threatened 
to put the United States in 
an "analogous position" if 
the new missiles are de- 
ployed. 
"DO   YOU   have   any 
doubts we will do it?" he 
asked. 
Pressed on whether the 
threat meant missiles 
would be placed within 
close range of the United 
States, he replied: 
"First of all, you have to 
know the general trend in 
Soviet policy - that not a 
nuclear system is 
floyed   anywhere   else 
I in Soviet territory  
"And now we can say 
technological progress has 
brought us to the point 
where we don't have to 
have Soviet weapons 
within 1,000 kilometers (620 miles) of U.S. terri- 
tory." 
wwmywwww 
'Private Lives' bombs on Broadway 
BOSTON (AP) - Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton marked the official press 
opening of "Private Lives" at a cast party thrown by a restaurateur - but the 
reviews didn't give them much to celebrate. 
Twice married and twice divorced, Taylor and Burton are starring in a Broadway- 
bound revival of Noel Coward's play about a once-married, once-divorced couple. 
Boston Globe critic Kevin Kelly described Taylor variously as "perfectly 
terrible," "coy as a fat owl," "like a hefty housewife In a Community Theater 
farce," and sounding like Minnie Mouse and weighted down to her ankles in 
comedic intent." 
Woman to sell Annie Oakley gun 
ROYAL OAK, Mich. (AP) - A suburban Detroit woman plans to sell a 16-gauge, 
double-barrel shotgun that belonged to her great-aunt, sharpshooter Annie Oakley. 
Bess Moses Edwards, 60, says she will take the best offer she can get and Chet 
Parker, director of the Michigan Antique Arms Collectors, said he thinks the weapon 
will fetch $40,000 to $J»,000. ^^ 
The,1883 Parker »«*• shotgun belonged to Oakley, the star of Buffalo Bill's 
traveling Wild West Show nearly a century ago. 
:Av.!.^v.!.:.V!A:.:.v^.;.;.^;.vu.ir^'.UM.^ 
Judge dismisses rule 
Infant protection rejected 
WASHINGTON (AP)-A 
federal judge overturned a 
Reagan administration 
regulation yesterday de- 
signed to assure that se- 
verely handicapped 
Infants are not denied food 
or medical treatment, say- 
ing it is "arbitrary and 
capricious.' 
VS. District Judge Ger- 
hard Gesell said the De- 
partment of Health and 
Human Services failed to 
use proper procedures In 
implementing the regula- 
tion, since it did not seek 
public comment. 
Secretary Margaret 
Heckler of HHS said the 
decision would be ap- 
pealed. 
"There may well be de- 
fects in medical proce- 
dures and hospital policies 
governing treatment of se- 
riously disabled newborns 
to some hospitals,'' Gesell 
concluded in his decision. 
"The solution does not, 
however, lie in a hasty, Ill- 
considered "Hotline in- 
former rule." 
The lawsuit was brought 
by the American Academy 
rF 
of Pediatrics, the National 
Association of Children's 
Hospitals and Related In- 
stitutions, and Children's 
Hospital National Medical 
Center of Washington D.C. 
THE RULES were pub- 
lished March 7 and took 
effect 16 days later. They 
required 6,400 hospitals re- 
ceiving federal money to 
post notices warning that 
failing to provide food or 
treatment to a hand- 
icapped infant might be a 
violation of the law and 
could lead to prosecution. 
16 Days 
Until The 
End Of The 
Semester! 
r 
LARGE PIZZA      $5 
with one ite-m I this coupon 
FREE DELIVERY 
MARKS PIZZA PUB 
352-3551 
CUP ft SAVE $$ Expires 4-20-83 
1 
I I I ■1 
&   Day   $ 
V*     a celebration to 
save the earth 
•speakers 
•exhibits 
•plant sale 
•displays 
•presentations 
•raffle 
•and more! 
sponsored by: 
Environmental 
Interest Group 
Union Oval 
10:30-3:30 pm 
fc 
April 21, 1983 
Speakers: 7:30pm Ohio Suite, Univ. Union 
David Yonkman - Nature Conservancy 
Kay Callahan - Ohio Public Interest Campaign 3* 
JOHNNEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
FROM HOUSE AND APARTMENTS 
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE! 
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE! 
Now leasing for summer 
and fall. 
Reasonable Rates! 
Call us now for your 
housing needs. 
319 E. Wooster 
354-2260 or 352-6553 (close to campus) 
ALL-CAMPUS 
PIKE SPRING BEER BLAST 
SATURDAY APRIL 16 
5:00 till '.' 
5TH AND HIGH 
NICKEL BEER TIL 6 
,-sHV 
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The Best Music of 50s &60's      c 
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April 11-23                       C 
THE TEENAGERS 
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JIMMY BEAUMONT'S SKYLINERS   j ) 
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May 9th • 21st                         2 
THE MARCELL'S                 Q 
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softballers 
by 8t«v« Qulnn 
spoils reporter 
After baying IS of 17 games 
cancelled because of rain or poor field 
conditions, Bowling Green's women's 
Softball team left yesterday for Ypei- 
lanti, Mich., to compete in this week- 
end's Eastern Michigan Tournament. 
BG has not played in over 10 days 
and has had limited practices during 
that time. 
"I just hope it (the weather) hurts 
everyone else," BG coach Sandy 
Haines said. "It really hurts when you 
can't do anything. We got outside 
(last) Tuesday and hit inside yester- 
day (Wednesday)." 
THE WOMEN begin the tourna- 
ment today at 9 a.m. against Wayne 
State. Hurling for BG in the first 
game will be Patty Konczak. After 
Wayne State, BG will play Kent State 
with Dianne Richardson taking the 
mound for the Falcons. KSU was the 
last team BG played before their 10- 
day vacation courtesy of Mother Na- 
ture. 
Tomorrow, BG will continue its 
campaign to capture the tourney title 
by playing Central Michigan and the K ruversity of Detroit. 
"I am not too sure who will pitch 
for us on Saturday," Haines said. "Ill 
lust have to wait and see how we do 
tomorrow (Friday)." 
Other teams competing in the EMU 
tourney will be Miami, Ball State and 
Ohio University as well as EMU. 
These teams will compose the second 
division of the tournament. 
THE VACATION was not all that 
bad for the Falcons. Sophomore 
pitcher and firstbaseman Barb Nel- 
son sprained her ankle against KSU 
and had to leave the second game of 
the doubleheader. Nelson used the 10 
days for recuperation purposes and 
according to Haines she will be play- 
ing at 100 percent. 
"I'm looking forward to this week- 
endl'Haines said. "This game will be 
a good indicator for us. It will give us 
an idea where we stand." 
Let the animal in you 
visit the animals in the zoo 
visit the 
TOLEDO ZOO 
Saturday, April 23, 1:00pm 
$3.25/person for transportation 
Tickets can be purchased at gate 
Deadline to sign up - April 20 
call 2-2343 
t WERE FIGHTING FOR VOUR LIFE 
The Bowling Green State University 
Board of Student Publications 
is now accepting applications for 
SUMMER EDITOR 
of 
1HEBG NEWS. 
Applications available: 106 University Hall 
DEADLINE: Wed., April 20, 1983, 5 p.m. 
Linksters take on OSG Scarlet 
by Tad Pasaante 
sports reporter 
Many times in golf, the course is 
a greater worry than the competi- 
tion. This weekend the Bowling 
Green men's team has quite a 
worry in Ohio State's Scarlet 
course at the Kepler Invitational. 
The Scarlet course Is the famed 
collegiate course that has been 
rated among the toughest college 
courses in the nation. It has been 
the starting point for many out- 
standing pro golfers. Former Ohio 
State linksters Jack Nicklaus and 
John Cook are just a couple of the 
names that in the past have tried to 
tackle the famed course. 
The men's team, however, is 
going to attempt to attack the 
course aggresssively, according to 
BG headcoach A.J. Bonar. "We 
have to go after it (the Scarlet 
course) because with the weather 
it will play extra long," Bonar said. 
AS FAR as goals are concerned, 
Bonar said he would like the team 
to finish ahead of the other Mid- 
American Conference teams en- 
tered in the tourney. 
"Our goal every week is to score 
better than the other MAC teams 
we are playing/' Bonar said. 
Co-captain Brad Turner also 
said this tournament is crucial to 
point the squad toward the Na- 
tional Collegiate Athletic Associa- 
tion tournament. "It is important 
to finish high in the tournament to 
get the NCAA to look at us," 
Turner said. 
Junior linkster Dan Connelly is 
optimistic that the team will im- 
prove. "We need one good round 
from all of us at once, Connelly 
said. "Once that happens we will 
gain the confidence we need to put 
us with the top teams." 
Junior Jean Larochelle is mak- 
ing the trip to Columbus as the 
team takes six players for the 
tournament. Co-captain Mike 
Diienny, Randy Stocke and Guy 
Newton join Larochelle, Connelly, 
and Turner in their attempt to do 
battle with the Scarlet course. 
THIS WEEKEND the Lady Fal- 
cons also have a tough task ahead 
of them In their final tournament of 
the spring, the Purdue Spring Clas- 
sic. The tournament field includes 
all ten MAC teams and most of the 
teams from the Big Ten Confer- 
GT1CC 
Bonar said he is satisfied with 
the progress of the team. "Consid- 
ering it isn't their main season 
(they had 8 fall tournaments) and 
the time they have been able to put 
in they are doing all right," he said. 
" One of our players, Susanne 
Ohlsson has broken 80 twice and 
that is great for this time of the 
year." 
Ohlsson said the weather has 
hurt their tournament perfor- 
mances. "We had to play 27 holes 
in the pouring rain and turn around 
and do the same thing the next 
day," she said. "It is a snort season 
and the rain Just hurts us that 
much more." 
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HELP WANTED 
Food Operations Employment 
Operations job applications for Fall 1983 
employment will be distributed to students 
on: 
Tuesday, April 19,1983 • 8:00-10:00 a.m. only 
Wednesday, April 20,1983 • 3:00-5:00 p.m. only 
in the Forum of the Student services Building. 
Students will be limited to two (2) applications 
in order to insure that as many students as 
possible have the opportunity to apply for a job 
with Food Operations. Students should take the 
completed applications to the appropriate dining 
hall/snack bar by Thursday, April 21, 1983. 
Applications will not be accepted after that date. 
Note' Job opportunities with Food Operations for 
the Fall Semester will be at a minimum due to the 
fact that Student Employment Applications will be 
taken during Pre-Reg this summer and any remaining 
jobs will probably be filled at that time. 
Therefore, students planning to return to BGSU 
next fall and wish to be employed by Food 
Operations, should not miss this opportunity for 
early application submission. 
Track heads to Kentucky Relays 
by Doug Purdon 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green men's 
track team will venture 
south to the Kentucky Re- 
lays in Lexington, Ky., this 
weekend. 
The Falcons will field a 
very competitive team 
with several outstanding 
runners taking to the 
track. The decathalon por- 
tion of the meet began yes- 
terday with B.G.'s Kevin 
Siebert participating. Sie- 
bert finished in sixth place 
last year in the conference 
meet. 
The field events will fea- 
ture two other all Mid- 
American Conference per- 
formers. Tom Coulon will 
pole vault tomorrow. He 
finished in sixth place last 
year in the MAC with a 
personal best vault of 14- 
feet-six-inches. 
Pete Yaskowitz will be 
in the high jump competi- 
tion (for which he holds the 
B.G. school record at 
seven feet). Yaskowitz fin- 
ished in second place at the 
MAC Championships in 
1982. 
JAY HARPER will also 
be entered in the high jump. Harper cleared the 
bar last season with a 
jump of 6-feet-8. Dan Mar- 
vin will compete f or BG in 
the long Jump while Bill 
Hampton will try his hand 
at the javelin. 
BG   sophomore   Bob 
MOP 
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Afril 20-22 
WO 
MIDNITE STIOW 
CINEMA IS 2 
FRIDAY ft SATURDAY 
ALL SEATS $1.50 
THE GREATEST 
SUSPENSE FILM 
EVER RETURNSI 
FRIDAY ft SATURDAY 
ALL SEATS $1.00 
"Ambitious and 
Compelling..." 
GRAD & 
EXAM 
GRAM       ISYAlHVM CINEMA 1*2 
STADIUM PLAZA  BOWIINC GJKEN PH.Ul-Oztt 
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER 
REST ACTRESS ■ MERYL STREEP 
"SOPHIE'S CHOICE CONTAINS MERYL STREET'S 
COMPLEX, GLOWING PERFORMANCE, A LANDMARK 
ALL ITS OWN."- 8HIEVA BENSON, LA. TIMES 
"SOPHIE'S CHOICE IS MERYL STREEP'S TRIUMPH 
ANO WITHOUT DOUBT, SHE IS THE BEST ACTRESS 
OF THE YEAH" 
"MERYL STREEP WILL BREAK YOUR HEART. 
SHE IS MAGNIFICENT."- JUDITH CRIST, WOR-TV 
There ore still some things 
we have yet to imagine. 
SOPHIE'S 
CHOICE a 
AT 7:00 A 8:45PM 
BAT A SUN MAT. 2:00 
MEXICAN 
FIESTA 
MONDAY NIGHT 
April 18 from 5:00-10:00 
Strawberry Margaritas 
& Margarita Specials 
& FROM 9:00 -12:00 6 TACOS FOR $1.95 
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A COCKTAIL 
FT. LAUOtiNDALE 1 BARS A HACHCt A BBUNM A 
WTT T-BMRT CONTEST* 1 COU.EOC STU0CH7B - 
Like it's reefy, totally, the most 
fun a couple of bodies can have. U w<|| 
AT 7.30 I » 30PM |=ri ^ACf 
SAT 3 00 SUN   3 1 4 00 
iCLA'ZELlrfP 
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER 
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS 
JESSICA LANQE 
cm YOU xeep A SECRET? 
•V THE NEW 7» HOURS, THIS DESPERATE 
UNEMPLOYED ACTOR Wi SECRETL Y 
AuunoN FOR rue FEMALE LEAD OF A 
SOAP OPERA ANO BECOUE AMERICAS 
HOTTEST MEW ACTRESS 
IWBftELLOFAWnf TO MAKE A UTWt 
Tootsie 
EVENINGS AT 7:30 A 0:30 
Grace with a seasonal best 
throw of 157-feet-four- 
inches will heave the dis- 
cus for the Falcons. Grace 
has thrown in the 160 foot- 
plus range during practice, 
putting highexpectations 
in the mind of BG coach 
Tom Wright. Grace will 
also compete in the shotput 
along with Jeff Milligan. 
In the high hurdles. 
Harper will running for BG 
while Chris Parry will run 
the intermediate hurdles. 
THE IN meter dash will 
be contested by three BG 
tracksters. Chuck Morgan 
runs a 10.8 in the 100, while 
Dan Marvin will be trying 
the sprint for the first time 
this season. Randy Shelly 
rounds out the 100 field for 
the Falcons. 
The 400 win feature last 
year's top quarter miler, 
Robert ZeUers, running for 
BG. Keith Glover and 
Chuck Morgan are also 
expected to produce good 
times. 
Ail-American Dan Ag- 
osta (in 1980), has been 
; care of a few minor 
young season 
_bt feels Be is re- 
ady for a good 800 this 
weekend. Keith Glover ran 
a 1:53 last season in the 800 
at the conference meet and 
will also be running this 
weekend. 
Gaetan Girard, accord- 
ing to Wright, leads the 
field for the 1500. Girard 
has recorded the best time 
this season for the Falcons. 
Dan Gruneisen also earned 
praise from Wright. Gru- 
neisen and Dave Beattie 
received mention since 
they will compete in the 
5000. 
Gruneisen ran a 14:27 at 
the Atlantic Coast Relays 
over spring break. In the 
10,000 meter, Jeff Boutelle, 
Scott Creel, and Clark Fox 
will make a tough trio for 
BG. Boutelle ran around 
the 31:00 mark which 
Wright thought was a very 
reasonable Ume. Tom Fra- 
nek will compete in the 
steeplechase for the Fal- 
con tracksters. 
THE RELAY events 
have not been completely 
decided with the 1600 relay 
and the distance medley 
still up in the air. The 4 x 
100 meter relay will be 
comprised of Zellers, Mor 
gan, Shelly, and Marvin 
They ran a 42.4 this season 
The sprint medley, dl 
vided into a 400, two 200's 
and an 800 at the finish 
This team is Bryan Mai 
sam, Zellers, Agosta, and 
Morgan. 
The 1600 meter relay 
will be decided after the 
initial day's performance 
of Malsam, Morgan, 
Parry, Zellers, and Glover. 
The distance medley is 
made-up of an 800, a 400, a 
1200, and a 1600 meter to 
complete the finish. This 
team will be picked from 
the competitors who will 
run in the 1500,800, and 400 
today. 
Wright said the coach- 
ing staff was hoping for 
some good weather this 
weekend so they could judge the caliber of the BG 
track team. "We are 
looking for an overall im- 
Erovement as a team. We 
ave a team of 25 men and 
we hope that we progress a 
little after each meet." 
American Heart ^W 
Association 
COACH HOUSE 
Lunches from 11 am to 3 pm 
Cocktail hour 4 til 6 
Live entertainment 
nightly featuring a 
variety of performers. 
3141 
W. Central Ave. 
Toledo, Oftio 
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Revamped and youthful Reds optimistic in 1983 
by Keith Walthcr 
H>ort» editor  
aNONNATI -The cover of this 
yew's 1983 Cincinnati Reds yearbook 
pictures an unidentifiable Reds bal- 
lplayer aiming an autograph for a 
starry-eyed youth. Turn the page, and 
a colorful picture of Riverfront Sta- 
dium, full of fans, dances Itself into 
the visual senses of the reader. 
Those photos must have been taken 
a couple of years ago., One has to 
wonder bow much autograph-signing 
and how many capacity crowds there 
were last season when the Reds bal- 
ldub lost 101 games. 
Tins year, however, it apppears 
those nightmarish memories from a 
year ago may be thrown out the 
window and swept down the Ohio 
River. A new attitude adorns the 
management, players and fans of the 
Cincinnati Reds. 
"I feel good about this season," 
ceutet fielder Eddie Milner said. 
"There is always room for im- 
provement. But I think last year was 
not the real Reds. 
"We have to take the good things 
that happened last year and learn 
from our had experiences. That is our 
main asset this year - experience. We 
(the young players on the team) put 
too much pressure on ourselves last 
year. If we Just do what comes natu- 
rally then well be all right." 
MILNER WAS just one of many 
young players who were thrust into 
starting roles at one time or another 
last season. The Reds organization, 
starting with the trading of Tony 
Perez back in 1977, have lost many of 
the players that once made up the 
"Big Red Machine." 
Rose, Morgan, Foster, Griffey, Ge- 
ronimo; they are all gone. Only 
Johnny Bench, Dave Concepion, and 
Danny Driessen remain as remnants 
from theglory teams of the early and 
middle 70s. 
A lot of pride was lost becase of last 
year, according to secondbaseman 
Ron Oester. The Reds are no longer 
"the team" in the National League's 
Western Division. Last year, they 
Eddie Milner 
were barely recognizable as a team. 
"Last year we would just like to 
forget and now we want to prove that 
last year was a fluke," Oester said. 
"The fans over the last 10-15 years, 
with all the great teams that the Reds 
have had. have become spoiled a bit. 
And, really you can't blame them. 
Last year we skidded a bit, but once 
we start winning again, the fans will 
start turning out." 
TWO MILLION in attendence was 
once an annual thing for the Reds 
franchise. Last weekend, as the Reds 
rolled over the Chicago Cubs, only 14,- 
0S2 were present to witness the Reds 
third victory in four outings. 
Now the Reds as of yesterday, have 
a 5-3 record - losing their last two to 
division-leading Atlanta. The differ- 
ence, although it is still early, has 
been timely hitting - more offensive 
punch. 
"Last year we never seemed able 
to get that big hit when we needed it," 
said Oester. "So far this year we 
have. We have been providing the 
pitchers with some runs, whereas last 
year we lost too many close games; 
low scoring games. I think with 
(Gary) Redus leading off and Milner 
batting second, we can get runners on 
base so guys like Bench, Driessen, 
Cedneno and myself can knock them 
in." 
THE REDS as a team batted just 
.251 last year. They were dead-last in 
run production in the National League 
with 548 scored. As first-year man- 
ager Russ Nixon put it, "we just lost 
too many one-run and two-run games 
last year. 
"I honestly feel that this year's 
team will be different offensively," 
Nixon said. "We have some fine 
young talent in Redus and Milner at 
the top of the order. Then veterans 
like Concepcion, Bench, Cedeno and 
Driessen following them. We have the 
nucleus - it is just whether or not we 
get the production from these play- 
ers." 
Because of the lack of production, 
or consistency from various players 
last season, former manager John 
McNamara employed numerous 
starting lineups and batting orders 
thorughout the course of the season. 
According to Oester, this bred uncer- 
tainity In the minds of the Reds play- 
ers - especially the young ones. 
"Hey, I batted in six different spots 
in the order last year," Oester said. 
"In addition to that, we had 60 differ- 
ent starting lineups last year - that Is 
way too many, when the Reds were 
winning in the past with those great 
ballclubs everyone knew where they 
were at; who was starting, who batted 
where, and what everybody's roles 
were. Last year we did not have that. 
We could not get acclimated. 
"It definitely helps to have a set 
lineup. I think we will have that this 
year. That will help guys like myself, 
Redus and Eddie (Milner) who are 
young and get enough pressure in just 
trying to do their Jobs." 
Milner, one of many young players 
on the Reds agreed. 
"People might not realize how im- 
portant that is," said Milner, a native 
of Columbus. "That gives the team 
continuity. I know now what my job 
is. I am the general of the outfield and 
offensively, I must move the runners 
and get on base myself. It is defi- 
nently nice to know that you're a 
starter. It gives you more self-re- 
Kct. And, this year, this team has 
t - a lot of self-respect among 
players and pride in what we are 
doing." 
Ron Oester 
Indians get charity gift from umps in rainout 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Texas Rang- 
ers' Manager Doug Rader was furious 
when yesterday's game with the 
Cleveland Indians was called due to 
rain In the top of the fourth Inning. 
Radar was upset because the um- 
pires ordered the tarp onto the field 
when it was only slightly drizzling 
shortly after 3 p.m. The rain became 
heavier over the next half hour, and 
the game was called one hour and 58 
minutes after the delay began. 
The Rangers were leading 4-1 when 
the delay began, but the game will 
now have to be replayed completely. 
"We could have played at least a 
half hour - at least - after the time 
they stopped play," Rader said. "I 
didn't believe it. I told the (umpiring) 
crew chief the same thing. He said he 
knew it was going to rain. 
"No kidding! It's going to snow 
sometime this winter, too, so you 
better cover the field now." 
Rader said he telephoned Rangers' 
General Manager Joe Klein to look 
into the matter. 
THE CREW chief, Rich Garcia, 
said he ordered the tarp pulled onto 
the Held because weather forecasters 
were calling for heavy rains for about 
30 to 40 minutes, followed by clearing 
skies. 
PI KAPPA PHI      * 
SENIOR ROAST 
JAN EVENING DEDICATED T^ 
TO    OUR    SENIORS   [f  ^ 
%      AND   THEIR  VERY 
I SPECIAL DATES. 
"We bad a forecast at 3 o'clock that 
strong rains with heavy winds were 
coming," Garcia said. "It was getting 
dark, the winds were howling and the 
field was not in the best shape to begin 
wfraT We felt we should protect the 
field and then start playing again 
once the rain was over." 
The rain, however, continued for 
hours after the delay began, and the 
field was clearly unplayable when the 
game was called. 
It will be replayed as part of a 
doubleheader on Sunday, Aug. 7. 
The Rangers had gone ahead 4-1 on 
Urrrri iinrri o'i'i i«rrn 
Mike Richardt's solo homer in thsjf 
first, Billy Sample's RBI single In the 
second and Jim Sundberg's two-run 
homer just before the rain began In 
the fourth. 
CLEVELAND SCORED a run in the 
third on Mike Hargrove's RBI single. 
"To be realistic, I know we wouldn't 
have gotten in five innings (enough 
for a regulation game), Indians' 
Manager Mike Ferraro said. "As far 
as the umpires go, I think they were 
just trying to protect the game. I can 
understand Doug's point, too. I'd feel 
mad, too." 
Reds9 Redus sidelined 
CWWMNATl (AP) - The Cincin- 
nati Reds had a day off yesterday en 
route to the West Coast after dropping 
a two-game series to the Atlanta 
Braves. 
The day off meant an extra day for 
hot-hitting rookie outfielder Gary Re- 
dus to mend a pulled muscle that had 
kept him out of both games in Atlanta 
and probably will sideline him at least 
for the weekend series with the Giants 
in San Francisco. 
"Itll probably be about a week," 
Manager Russ Nixon said after the 
Reds' 6-1 loss Wednesday to the 
Braves. He said Cesar Cedeno, who 
hadn't played until Redus pulled a leg 
i?>' 
nrrrriTTi ■ m 111 
muscle a week ago, would continue to 
bat in Redus' leadoff spot. 
"I'm going to keep him there," 
Nixon said. "That way I don't have to 
mess around with anybody else." 
Redus Is the Reds' co-leader In 
home runs, with two, and was batting 
.320 when he left the Cincinnati lineup 
for the second time this season. 
A pulled muscle last week in the 
back of his left knee kept him out of 
only one game. The second pull, 
slightly higher than the first, caused 
more extensive damage. 
"I don't know; they just said wait 
and see," Redus said. 
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Author Fran Lebowitz 
to speak at graduation 
In the event of rain, commencement 
exercises wfH be held In Memorial 
Hell. The Graduate College, College of 
Education, College of Health and 
Community Services, College of 
Musical Arts, and Flrelanda College 
will be recognized at 10 P 
The College of Art* and Sciences 
and College of Business 
Administration will be honored at 2 
p.m. Candidates should report to the 
Business Administration Building at 
8:18 a.rrt. or 1:15 p.m. accordingly, to 
form a processional. 
Tickets for guests win be required 
only if commencement exercises are 
held in Memorial Hall. Bach candidate 
will receive two tickets which must be 
presented by each gusst upon arrival. 
The final decision as to the tirfls ind 
place of the commencement will be 
made at 8 am.. May 7. For 
confirmation of the site in case of 
questionable weather, students may 
call Campus Pact Line (372-2445) after 
8:15 ajn. 
About 2,500 students, the largest 
graduating class in University history, 
will receive degrees during the spring 
commencement ceremonies scheduled 
for 10 a.m., May 7 at Ooyt L. Perry 
Stadium. 
Fran Lebowitz, a best-selling author, 
former cabdriver and one time 
"Mademoiselle" magazine columnist, 
will be the commencement speaker. 
Her first two books, "Metropolitan 
Life" and a 1881 sequel, "Social 
Studies," both made the best-seller 
lists. 
Lebowitz, who is considered a rarity 
in the literary world, hae been 
described as "a sort of Erma Bombeck 
with street smarts." Much of her work 
Is in response to the hassles of every 
day life In New York City along with 
the universal gripes that can be heard 
anywhere. 
Candidates may assemble tor the 
processional at 9:15 a.m. at the north 
end of the Stadium. There will be 
signs posted to help students in 
assembling by college. 
Lettermen seats available 
Good seats still remain for two upcoming Lettermen concert*. 
Set for 7 and 10 p.m., May 6, the performances will be held in the 840-seai 
Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center. Tickets are $10 and can be 
reserved by contacting the Mlletl Alumni Center. 
in addition, tickets will be sold at the Kobacker Hall box office beginning one 
hour before each performance. 
Since 1081 when three young men wearing letter sweaters first cams to the 
. attention of .tbe.pop.rauaie.world.witrutheir recording of ."The Way 
«J§**r»Uwil*ttSwHsM»u»isi*'S«s aswetyt-dlt*y^»0S»p worWwide 
Since then, their hits have filled more than a dozen albums and have included 
songs such as "Theme From A Summer Place," "Put Your Head On My 
Shoulder." "Hurt So Bad," "Come Back Silly Girl," and "Sbsparll*." 
Dinner features a world of food 
Food, which le representattva of the cultures on five conttnentsv will be the 
featured attraction at the annual International Week Dinner, which will begin at Q 
p.m. Sunday (April 24) In the St. Thomas More gymnasium, 425 Thuratln, 
Tickets for the dinner, priced at $5, must be purchased in advance at the Office 
of International Student Programs, 16 Williams Hail. No tickets will be sold at the 
door. 
Countries which will be represented by traditional foods include India, the 
Philippines, Japan, Singapore, the Netherlands, France, Germany, Peru, Aruba, 
the Caribbean and Cyprus. In all, more than 360 international students from more 
than 55 foreign countries are helping to organize the dinner and the 
entertainment program which will follow the dinner. 
The entertelnment will Include a sampling of traditional dances from Greece, 
,   Japan, Africa and Latin America. Also included will be a concert of traditional 
Aruban music by graduate student Mike Cross and a fashion show of Indian and 
Pakistani dress. 
Students leap for charity 
More than SO students will participate In s giant leap frog gams beginning at 
2:30 p.m. Friday (April IS) in front of Roger* Quadrangle. 
The participants, all residents of Rodger*, will Jump their way around the two- 
mile perimeter of the campus In an effort to raise money for the newly opened 
Ronald McDonald House in Toledo. 
Prior to Friday, the participants wilt be asking member* of the Unryererty 
surrounding communities to make a pledge on a per mils basis. 
From Rodger* Quadrangle, the group will make their wey east on Wooster 
street, north on Mercer Road, west on Ridge Street, south on Thuratln Avenue, 
and east on Wooster Street again until they reach their starting point 
The event la being sponsored by Rodgers Quadrangle and I* one of a series of 
events the men In the residence hall sponsor each year to rale* money fe 
variety Of charities. 
imbers set to scale sidewalk 
For the second year in a row, a group pf thrill-seeking, 
devil-may-care students are preparing to throw themselves 
belly down on the University sidewalks and make a half- 
mils, treacherous "climb" of campus pavement. 
Thle year, two teams of eight students—women will be 
included on the climb team* thla year—are preparing for 
the climb, which will begin at the University seal at 4 p.m, 
Friday (April 22). 
The climb, which received national attention last year, 
will be covered this year by Cleveland's "PM Magazine." 
While the climb Is one of the sillier events to occur on 
campus each spring, the purpose Is vary serious. The 
students are hoping to raise money to create an endowed 
scholarship on campus and to help St. Jude's Children 
Research Hospital In Memphis, Tennessee. 
Before the big day. the climbers will be asking faculty, 
staff, alumni and area residents to maks donation* to the 
Office of Alumni and Development in the name of the 
sidewalk climb. 
Also before the climb, the participants will be selling 
raffle tickets to students, At stake is $1,000 worth of 
stereo equipment. (A booth for selling the tlckete, which 
are $1 each, will be set up on the first floor of University 
Hall beginning today and continuing through Wednesday 
(April 20). 
The route of the climb will Jake the Mudeota north past 
the Union, and then on a jagged southeast course to the 
Northeast Common*. When they arrive at the Commons, 
which Is expected to be between 6 and 5:30 p.m., an 
"After The Climb Party" will begin. 
At fast year's climb, the climbers raised more than 
$3,300 and this year'a climb must raise more than $1,700 
to reach the amount naedsd to ertdow a scholarship. If 
the goal is met, the scholarship will bs named In honor of 
the (ate-Univorsity president Hollis Moore. 
This year's climb Is being sponsored by T*u Kappa 
EptMton fraternity and Alpha PM sorority; and all of the 
climbers are member* of either the fraternity or *ororlty. 
Hollywood[huckster 
,»t«U .mohol»Di.> .n>>M a- #'     H'B ■■ Secrets of the silvers 
reveal 
If you recently spent good money to 
see a bad movie, chances are you 
have Milt Tatelman to blame. H* Is 
•specially to blame If you were lured 
to the "stinker" by a slick advertising 
campaign which promised more than 
the film delivered. 
Tatelman, a freelance creative 
consultant, makes his living creating 
advertising that makes bad movies 
look good and good movies look too 
good to be true. 
And at 9 p.m. Wednesday (April 20) 
in the Grand Ballroom of the Union, 
Tatelman will discuss his work and 
provide an inside look at the business 
of movie making and movie 
advertising 
Free and open to the public, the 
lecture entitled "The Hollywood 
Rlpoff: Shameless Tricks of Movie 
Advertising," is being sponsored by 
the University Activities Organization, 
the FHm Studies Program and the 
marketing and popular culture 
departments. 
Using newspapers, magazine*, 
posters, television, radio, teasers and 
prevtews-of-comlng-ettractions, 
Tatelman has developed numerous 
No-nuke lecture, films 
Tom Slemer, co-director of the State 
Of Ohio Nuclear Freeze organization, 
will discuss nuclear war and the 
nuclear weapons freeze movement at 8 
p.m. Tuesday (April 19) In 220 Math- 
Sciences. 
As pert of his presentation, the film 
"The Gods of Metal" will be shown. 
.   The lecture Is the highlight of a 
week of programming under the 
umbrella theme of "Peace Week." The 
week of activities Is being sponsored 
by the Bowling Green Peace Coalition 
and the Social Justice Committee. 
The week of events will begin at 
on Monday (April 18), when a 
ce Vigil" will bs held at the Wood 
' County Courthouse In Bowling Green. 
The vigil 
courthouse until 5 p.m., when It will 
move to the University, Union Oval. 
At 8 p.m., the vigil will end and the 
film, "Prophecy," will begin in 140 
Overman Hall. Admission Is free. 
Two anti-nuclear films will be shown 
at 8 p.m. Wednesday (April 20) In > 
Honors Cente 
Quadrangi 
The week of a< 
at 8 p.m. Friday 
film "Dr. I 
directed 
PetsrSeile 
Education. A.- 
een 
advertising campaigns for films. 
And, he *ay* It 1* the worst films 
that are the most fun. "It le easy to 
make the super flick* look super, but 
the real challenge is to make the 
stinkers took super. Truth is, I have 
more fun with a 'Grizzly' than I do with 
a Godfather." Both are films which 
Tatelman advertised. 
Born In Newton, Mass., he received 
hia bachelor's degree from Case 
Western Reserve University and his 
matter's degree from Bernard M. 
Baruch Colfsgs tn Manhattan- 
After graduation, Tatelman joined 
the Ogitvy and Mather advertising 
agency as a copywriter. During his two 
year* there, he worked on several 
ion dollar accounts, and by 
trjrnisston was responsible for 
writing the slogan for a new and 
tsrrtble tasting (Ms opinion) soft drink: 
"Yahoo I Mountain Dew I it'll tickle 
oined Paramount Picture* 
irsctor, and 
directed :h 
aa "Rome' 
A slx-dev program 
■ held Monday 1 
Resideec* Hall Weak 
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18-23) In celebration of the Ann 
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sirects 
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'Hello Dolly' 
The smash hit musical "HaHoDoHy" 
will be presented at 8 p.m. Wednesday 
through Saturday (April 20-23) in the 
Main Auditorium of University Hall. 
There also will be a 2 p.m. 
performance on Saturday (April 23). 
Winner of 10 Tony Awards and one 
of the longest running musicals In 
Broadway history, the show la under 
the direction of Allen White, director 
of the School of Speech 
Communication. 
Tickets are still available for all five 
performances and can be purchased 
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays 
at the Main Auditorium box office In 
University Hall. They can also be 
reserved by calling 372-2718 during 
those hours. 
Ticket prices are $1.50 for students, 
$2.60 for senior oltlzens and $3.80 for 
others. 
Auditions set 
Open auditions for the College of 
Musical Arts and University Theatre 
summer production of "Oklahoma" 
will be held at 7 p.m. Sunday and 
Monday (April 24-25) In the Moore 
Musical Arts Center. • 
Audition registration will be held In 
the lobby of Kobacker Hall at the 
north entrance of the music center. 
Scheduled to run for nine 
performances, the dates will be July 
'• 8-12 and Sept. 9-10. Ail performere are 
expected to appear In the July and 
September shows. 
Those Interested In auditioning must 
be prepared to sing and dance as wall 
as act. They should bring a piece of 
music with them to sing, an 
accompanist will be provided. A dance 
routine also should be prepared. 
The cast calls for between 30-40 
performers. 
Those interested In auditioning for 
the orchestra or becoming staff 
technicians can register at 7 p.m. on 
April 24-25 In the lobby of Kobacker 
Hall. 
Day designed 
to save life 
on earth 
"SOS," a ceil for help understood by 
all nationalities of the world. Is th 
theme of Earth Day activities to b 
held on campus Thursday (April 21), 
A variety of exhibits will be on 
display between 10:30 km. and 3:30 
p.m. Thursday In the Union Oval. 
Exhibitors are expected to include the 
Ohio Environmental Protection 
Agency, Toledo Edison, the Ohio 
Department of Natural Resources, the 
Audubon Society, the Slefra Club of 
Northwest Ohio, Greenpeace, Wood 
County Senior Citizens and the Toledo 
Zoo. 
hroughout the day, members of the 
Ronmental Me- ip will be 
selling plants and Earth Oay t-shirts in 
the Union Oval. 
Capping the day' 
presentations on environmental issues 
by two gueet speai 
Yonkmanof theN. 
of Northwest 
p.m 
Public Intere 
fl aj».—Tuck-m Same* 
Reservations can now to mad* for Lambda CM 
Alpha fratamlty'l annual luck-In *ervtc*. Prlcaa. 
75 cania lor a ragular tuck-in, 29 canla lor each 
extra including; milk, two cookie*, and a todtlma 
Mory. or 50 cant* tor a good-night klaa. Open to 
*M. Call 372-4837 or 3720196. 
*JQ p-m.—Student Leap Frog 
Reeldents ot Rodger* Quadrangle will "Leap 
Frog" around a two-mile perimeter. Proceed* from 
sponsors go to the Ronald McDonald Mouse In 
Toledo. See atory elsewhere. Open to all 
spectators. Rodger* 
330 pjn.- Jan Week Event 
The Gene Parker Quartet will preaent a concert. 
Free and open to alt. Bryan Recital Hail, Moore 
Musical Ana Canter 
Saturday 
*** 
7 p.m.-Unio* 2ath Anniversary Event 
A dinner and dance featuring "Quy Lombardo'a 
Royal Canadians-' will to held. Tickets B3S par 
couple and f 1* tor singles. Grand Ballroom, 
Union. 
S pja.-Concert 
Jazz great Maynard Ferguson, and his band, will 
perform In concert. Tickets S8 students, S10 
others. Kobacker Hall, Moors Musloal Arts Center. 
Sunday 
**17 
Noon-Triathlon 
Events Including a one mile awtan, a cycle race, 
and a nine mile run will to held. Prize* will to 
awarded in th* categories of individuals, team, 
and opad prediction. Open to an who have 
regtetered and free to all spectator*. Student Rec. 
Center 
24 p.m.-Art Show 
A reception will be held lor the 32nd annual 
student art show. Th* exhibit will to on display 
weekdays•:30 a.m-6p.m. and weekend*24 p.m. 
through May 4. Frse and open to all. Gallery. Fine 
Arts. 
Tf^-Catwert 
The singing and Instrumental band, "T*rry Fisher 
and Group," will perform. Sponsored by Active 
Chrtstlsns Today. Fro* and open to all. 126 West 
Hall. 
4 
AMIS 
10 ajn.-BieHenoi Ha* Weak Event 
Free helium baHoons wAI to handed out. See 
story ei»*wh«r*. Union Oval. 
230 pjn.~BMogy Seminar 
Or. Arthur Korntorg of Stanlord Ufrtvarelty wilt 
speak on a number of biological iseu**. Free and 
open to all. 112 Life-Selene*. 
330*30 pjn.-Womsn's train Party 
A Win* and enseso party win to hekl to honor the 
reciplente ot th* Woman'* Studies Alumni Prize. 
Open to an those who received an Invitation. Town 
Room, Union. 
M pjn.-Peaoe Week Event    . 
A Peace vigil will to held. Free and open to all. 
Union OvaL 
830 pj«.-Poetry/FloUon Reading 
Stan   Friedman,   Diane   Henderson   and  Mike 
Ospeok. University creative writing atudente, will 
read from thatr own work*. Sponsored by the 
Creative VWHing program. Pr*« and open to all. 
Commuter Canter, Moseley. 
7 pjn.—Resident Student Assoelstton 
Meeting. Open to ail. Assembly Room, McFall 
Cent*. 
7-10 BJB.~U.F.E. 
Various programs concerning personal health and 
fttn*** will to4i*td, -Free and open to an. Third 
f*v»l mezzanine, itoxt to UK tunning track. 
Student Rec Center. 
730 p-m.—German Film 
"Rhiftegoid." with English subtitle*, will to 
shown. Sponsored by UAO and the German 
department. Fr** and open to all. Oieh Film 
Theater. Hanna. 
7:30 p.m.-Campua MM 
"A Jury of Her P**r*" will b* shown. Sponsored 
by Woman lor Women and the English 
department. Free and open to an. 220 Math 
oraaewa. 
a P..ti-p*ae* Waak Evant 
TtofMm uProtHtooy"wW to*hown. Free and open 
to alt. 140 Overman. 
•30 p.w.—Campue FHm 
The Korean Him, "Plmak," will be shown aa part of 
th* Aalen Mm Featlval. Free and open to all. 210 
MathScien 
» p.m.- Advertising Ctob 
A meMini) wlfh th* election ol nsw officer* win to 
namtor*. 300 Moselev 
a^BB^awfe 
Ce—minhatlew 
. ..in i 
 • by contacting Michelle 
Dtdler In the English depsrtment. 
838-730 pjn.-F.cMty "Malar* swan* 
Facutty repreeentativBe from the daeartmania of 
educa«icflendh*»Wiandoomme»ay**rv1oa«wia 
answer questions about majoring M *at«*r itoM. 
Fr** and open to ail. Gold Lounge, Founder*. 
7pJW.- 
Slx skits will to preeenttd about raetom in our 
dally live*. Coordinated by the Unlearning rtofltom 
Oroup. Fr— and open to an. InWrwattcwailouno*. 
wnnama. 
730 pm.-CameMi FBwt 
The   Chin***   film,   "Chmaee  Ce*tum*-An 
Evolutionary Strxy,"wt« to shown a* a part of the 
Aalan Film Festival. Fra* and open to all. 112 Ufa- 
Scum**. 
S p.m.-8«ud*nte Par Anwoela 
Meeting. Open to all. 102 Hanna. 
• pm.—Concert 
Th* Unlwetty Renalaaanca en*embt* will 
preeont a concert. Fraa and open to Mi. Bryan 
Recital Hall, Moor* Musical Arts Canter. 
B p J*.—ftoetosno* Hall Week Event 
Tom ttanter, a apokaaman for th* Rovers* th* 
Arm* Race Federation of Ohio, will praeent a 
lecture. Th* pr***ntatlon Includ** the Mm, The 
Gods of Metal." See atory elsewhere. Fra* and 
open to alt; 220 MatrvSctonoe. 
830-1030 pun.-Star OaxJnf 
Open to aH If waattor pormtts. Sponaored by the 
physics and astronomy department s. Roof of Ufe- 
Sclence*. 
S IMW—lUsldkmo* HaH Week tvewt 
The   lllm  "MASH" will  to ahown.  See story 
elsewhere. Fraa and open to Ml. Main Lounoe, 
Dunbar. 
Wednesday 
*.» 
f aM.t p-m.-tiaawata CSe* event 
Raffle tickets will to sold to tonafK th* St. Judas 
ChHdran   Research  HoapHal.  A SWOP atarao 
system will awarded to th* winner. Sea atory 
elsewhere. Ticket* 11. Flrat floor. Untvarslty HaH. 
I p-m—Tennis 
Women'* toem.v*. Ohio MM* Unlvantlty. Robert 
Keefe Courts. ' 
3 pjn.-SotttoH 
BGSU v». Otrio Untveralty. SoftbaM Ftotd. 
0 pjn.—"MOHW BOOMMWO AMOOlaMlOd 
A volleyball gam* between etudante from th* 
Horn* Eoonomle Aaaoclatlon and th* Hem* 
Economic* faculty win to h*M Student Rec 
Cent. 
7 pjn.   HaMktanM HOT WMfc-Rvvnt 
A recognition dessert wW to told. Sea story 
elaawbera.  Open  to  the**  who  raoafead  an 
Invitation. Alumni Room. Union. 
7 pj*.-UAO Workshop 
A workshop on sires* and time management wHi 
to preMntad by Lynn Smith from the "Wsenssi 
Cent*r." Free and opart to aH. Mam Lounoe, 
Oftonhauer. 
7:30 pjn.-Campu* PTan 
Th* Jepaneas film. "Women of the Night," will to 
shown e* a pert ol the Asian Film Festival. Pro* 
and open to all. 112 Uto-Sclence. 
a p JB.—University Theater l*raeM*Soe 
"Hello   Dollyl"   will   be   presented    Sa*   atory 
elsewhere. Tlckate SI.BO student*. $240 eentor 
t c(ilz*n*» 33.50 oth*r*. Main Audtlorfum, UnwiaHy 
Hall. 
« pjn.—Campus FBrn 
■Elephant Man" will to ahown. Sponaorwl by the 
English department. Fra* and open to Ml. Qlah 
Film Theater, Hanna. 
8 pjn.—Concert 
The Unlv*r»rty Symphonic Band wW praMrrt it* 
annual spring concert- Free and open to aH. 
Kobacker HaH, Moor* Musical Art* Cantor. 
S p.m,-P*.ee Week Evant 
Two films win to shown a* a part of th* Peace 
Film Festival. Fraa and open to all. Honors Canter, 
Kralshar. 
s p.in.*vacnvwownfMn*M HNBWVM QraMii 
Meeting. Open to all. 210 Hay**. 
a pm-Movt* Ao>ertMnf Laeten 
Milt Tatelman, a freelanoe oreattv* ooneuttant, 
win provide an inetd* look at the buelaaas of 
movie making and advertising In Ms Motor*. Th* 
Hollywood Rtpoff: Shamaisss Trtcka of Movie 
Adv*rtrsing." See atory oMawitara. Fro* and open 
to all. Grand Ballroom, Union. 
S p.m.-n«*td*nc* HaB Weak Event 
The  film   "MASH" will  o* ahown. Sea atory 
elsewhere. Fra* and open to aft. Mam Lounge. 
Prout Hail. 
Thursday 
tVfi 
a a-m.-s p-m—OldnaBi Ctawa trwmt 
6*e 9 *.m. W*dn**day, April 20 MWrng 
1030 ajn.-S:36 *jn.-Ear0t Oay Beam 
A    variety    Of    sshiblts    sponsored    by 
ehvlronm*nt»ll»t organlzatlone will to on dtapiay. 
Sa* atory *l**wh*r*. Pre* and open to Ml. Union 
Oval. 
1130 a m-430 p^-Ptam* Pastry «aa» 
French Paatrla* will to aoM by th* French Club. 
Terrace; French Hou*e, Ftidg* StraM. 
fc30 pjn.-tntimatlonM BiliMam Asaaatatlsa 
Meeting. Open to Ml. 300 Moseley 
730 pjt».-*lsMaawMi HaB Waaa Svaat 
A beer-case stacking eontott win to h*M. Sa* 
atory sleewher*. Open to Mi. Anoaraon Arwi*. 
730 pjn.-Earth On Ivaet 
David Vonfcman of th* Nature Conservancy of 
Northwest Ohio wfll  speak on anvtoonmantM 
Mas**. So* atory aakswtwre. Fra* and open to aH. 
T30 p.m.—OayrtawMan AWenc* 
A lecture and dlacusiHor. on -Tit* B*t* and 
-* and open to ah. 
«.—CuMaattuaBTMBaSMieii 
»mr>ar, sorvgwrttar and fo* art 1*1 from 
«• and open to at. 
naaaHM . 
•n.Frttoandooentoeil. ■m Theater. Hanna, 
sn» Cay Evaat 
xn Of th* Ohio PuMlc IrwareM 
Campaign will apoak on anvtronmantM Meues. 
Sa* atory Sfsawhers. Fr*# and open to an. Ohio 
Suite, Union. 
Bpat    Wiilsiaai KaB Week Evawt 
Th* ,*n  -MASH" wilt to *ho*m.  Sa* atory 
Miswhua. Fr** and open to aH. Mam Loung*. 
Kohl. 
ne30pat    OafMaheiaiMCoii—rt 
Don Eaton, singor, songwriter, and folk artIM from 
Portland, Or*., will perform. Fro* and open to aH. 
Main Lounge, Prout Haft. 
Way 
AM a 
Mondey 
AMIS 
▼ ea^paa»^Br BEsavajBs        BaiBa^BPBa^BBaj* ^*^^Be**Ef' fj*^***veee 
SeeBe.m.Wedrtoaday, April » Hating. 
BGSU v*. Ohio Unlv*r»rty. StMkK FMM. 
Two laama of aifMstuderti will begin the annual 
cHmb to tonefH the Untvarafty Scholarship Fund 
srid St. Judas ChHdran Raaaarch HoapHM. Saa 
atory elaewhere. Sponaored by Alpha Phi aorortty 
and Phi Kappa Tau fratamHy. Open to afl 
spectators. Sidewalk, Union Saal. 
S pjn.-1 aw    BMeiiaMi CHasb Evaat 
An "After the Climb" party wHI to told toMuring 
music from WFAL end e live band. Admission $1. 
3** story aisawhere. Northeast Commons. 
ate ejK-Caaootaa Warkahup 
Th* workshop Is sponsored by the School of 
HPER and the Americans Red Croat. 115 tor 
students, S2S for ottor*. 116 EducMlon 
7 pjn.—UAO Caetoaa FBat 
"Dumbo" will to (mown. 11.50 with BGSU I.D. 210 
Mesth-SCleXIC*. 
7-11 pjw.- 
A "Spring Training" program, with games and 
booths on the topic of aprtng training and 
baaabali, will to held. Saa atory aieewhere. Open 
to aH. Student Roc Cantor. 
Saa • p.m. Wedneaday. April 20 Hating. 
• *J».-P«K>*WWHIE»«H 
Th*   Dim   "Dr.   Strangeiove"   win   to  ahown. 
Donation St. Opan to aH. 115 Education. 
I pj».-Conaart 
Th* UnrvwsHy Concert Band* It and III will 
praeent a concert. Free and opan to all. Kobacker 
HaH, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
ait Bj«.-tMOatliBit» EntartsMmaat 
Stngar and guitarist Am* Brav will entertain. 
Admission $1. Opan to Ml. Sktodoor. Union. 
•30 PJW.-UAO Cempue Pflm 
Sa* 7 p.m. Hating. 
10 pjn.—UAO Camp** Fan. 
See 7 p.m. listing. 
«*.*»■—Vatoatiar P4t**giilltoa Binaasl 
Sponaored by the Voiunteera In Progmea. Opan to 
all members. Pheessnt Room, Union. 
e3ap.m   P—trymctlon Riaawig 
Robin VVMOnMn, Rachel Stenger, Bill BiHttor and 
Elizabeth Warran, UnlversMy creative writing 
atudente, will read from ttoir own work*. 
Sponaorad by th* Creative Writing program. Fr** 
and open to an. Commuter Canter, Moaeiey. 
7 pjn.    Jsbtorwook Event 
Noted speaker, Fr*d Hord. win discuss, "to th* 
Stock Revolution Really Over?" Free and open to 
Ml. Sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta aorortty. 
Amanl, Common*. 
7:30 pjn—Oarmen FBm 
"Amor*," wHh English subtitles, will to ahown. 
Spon*or*d by UAO and th* German department. 
Fra* and open to aH. Gtsh Film Theater, Hanna. 
I pjn.-Concert 
University etudents from the College of MuMoM 
Art* will praeent the final concert In the Graduate 
Recital Series Works to to performed Include 
those by composers; Verdi, Hadyn, Mandateeohn 
and Mozart. Free and open to all. Bryan ftacMal 
Hall, Moore Muetoal Aria Center. 
•a/Co a-1030 pjn.-CoftoMM 
Don Eaton, aingar, songwriter, and tot* artist from 
Portland Ore., will perform Fra* and opan to Ml. 
Gold Lounge, Founder*. 
( p.-.-Advertising Ctu* 
Meeting. Opan to Ml. 300 Moeetey. 
Tuesday 
r>*ltt 
Sehirdey 
4**3 
1 pjn. 
BGSU vs. th* University of Notrs Dame. 
FIMd. 
• pja.—Concert 
Byron Janls,  Internationally acclaimed pianist 
and recording artist, will preaent the NnM concert 
in the 18*2-83 Festival  Series.  Ttotot prtoee, 
depending on eeat location, are W, »7, and S6 tor 
studenta,andS11,t8,and$7torothers.Kobecker 
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Canter. 
s-1030 pja.-CoftoaltoueefCanoart 
Don Eaton, singer, songwriter, and folk artist from 
Portland Ore., will perform. Fraa and opan to Mi. 
Mid-American Room. Harshmsn. 
t sJH.-S pm-Canoeing Workshop 
The workshop is sponsored by the School of 
HPER and th* American Red Cro**. SIS for 
student*. S2S for others. Cooper Pool, Student 
R*c Center, 
tam-OoH 
Men'a Warn hosts tnaFatoon/Mac Invitational. 
Forrest Creaaon Golf Cours*. 
10aj*.-3 
tood. 
Wednesday 
M27 
land %m»sm*. Grand Ballroom, Union. 
1pj«.-UAOZb*Trlp 
AH parsons registsred lor the Toledo Zoo trip 
should meet hi front of the Union. Registration In 
UAO offlc*. third floor. Union. 
1p.m.- Rugby 
BGSU va. Michigan State University. College Park. 
330 p.m -Btotogy I 
Dr. James R. SteWtman ol the University of 
Wyoming, will discuss, "MountMn BulldlnB." Co- 
sponaored by the geology department. Fro* and 
opan to Ml. 112 Life-Science. 
I pja.—Concert 
Cellist   Richard   Kapuslnskl.   a   professor   of 
vtoMnaaHoat la OMartl* CaMawa ffonsarvatoryof ■ 
i»iia»aa»iiaa>i*aj»)ia»aipiaiii nuaai 
Orchestra in concert. Free and open to aH. 
Kobeoker Half, Moore Musical Arts Cantor. 
atspja- 
A swim party will to held. Free and opan to aH. 
Sponaored by Delta Sigma Ttota aorortty. Club 
Pool. Student Rec Center. 
BGSU vs. Ohio University^ Stsller Field. 
2 p.m.—University Theater Production 
•See 8 p.m. Wednesday, April 20 Hating. 
• pja.   Mtrtertty Ba.lnm ttudanta AiseetoUen 
The spring banquet, featuring Dr. Julian M. Earia, 
chief NASA officer of envlronmentM itoatth, 
speaking on "Th* Decade ol ChMlang*," will to 
held. Fra* for Ml paid members, SS for Ml guests. 
Towers Inn, McDonald. 
Thursday 
AM* 
S30pjn— tartoritottonM HMalMns AataillWaa 
Meeting Open to all 300 Moseley. 
K16 pjn.—UAO fampus FBm* 
"Christmas m Jury" and "Wild Boys of the Road" 
will to ahown. Free and op*n to Ml. Glah FHm 
Theater, H*nn*. 
7*j*.-UAO< 
See 7 p.m. Friday. AprH 22 Hating 
« pja.-U**rerMfy Thaator Production 
See • p.m. Wednesday, AprH 20 Hating. 
Friday 
HI a.m.-UAO Btoarlair 
See 8 p.m Friday. April 22 Hating. 
lejts- 
iTp.n 
7 pjw.-Jebtorwock Evant 
A greek "stompdown" and dance will to h*W. 
Donation (1. Opan to Ml. Sponsored by Data 
Sigma Ttota aorortty. Grand Ballroom, Union. 
% 
See 7 p.m. Friday, April 22 Hating. 
10 pja.—UAO Cempue FHm 
Saa 7 pjn. Friday, AprH 22 Hating. 
•aiFVafltwfSJIW 
AMH 
13»pm-artd»eClua 
MMohsa will be held. Admission 31.25. Opan to 
Ml. Bring • partner or one can to arranged. Ohio, 
SuKe, Union 
1 p ■    Cencert 
A "ChorM Emravaganza." featuring pertormanc** 
by aH of the Untveretty'e ohorM group*. wHI to 
presented. Fr** and opan to Ml. Kobaoker Hell, 
Moore MuMcai Arts Cantor. 
• sja.-ReoHM 
Th* Wlllard Street String Quartet wHI perform 
worka by compossrs; Haydn, Bartok, and 
Schumann. Fraa and open to afl. Bryan Recital 
HaH, Moore Musical Arta C*rrt*r. 
S».a»,   totomattohM Oamei 
FooJfrrxnttooulturaaoli(vsdltr«*mcorrtln<»nt* 
will to served with Arufean music TrtilaHmtoiH 
provMM by singer and guitarist MNa> Cro**. Saa 
storyaJaswher* Ticket* tS, mual to purshaaod in 
advano* *t 16 WMIUrris Th* dlnnw win to MM M 
St. Thorn** Mor* Church, 429 Thurattn. 
7 pja.—aaBWeai 
Try-outs tor tto IMIveraHy College of Musical Arts 
and University Thaator witiiw rwduotton of 
•X)Mahoma" will to hew. Sea story alaewhar*. 
Open to *H 16 or order Rsgrstration tn the lobby ol 
Kobeckar HaH. Moors Musical Art* Cantor. 
Th* Unrvarally Percuaeion Enaembto will praeent 
a concert. Free and open to all. Bryan Recital HaH, 
Moore MuslcM Art* Cantor. 
I pjn.—UAO Cawyua FBm 
"Pink Floyd The Wall" wilt to ahown. SI JO wHh 
BGSU I.D. Main Auditorium. UntverMty HML 
ai1pj*.-UAO Concert 
The now wave band, "Nutonee," will entertain. 
Admission 31.50. Opan to all. Sktodoor. Union. 
10pjR.-UAO 
See 8 p.m. listing. 
MMnhjht-UAOl 
•X^rJdyMiaek," atoning Chevy Chaae, wfll to 
ahown. 11.90 with BGSU I.D. Main Auditorium. 
University Hell. 
Saturday 
MM 
te m*.* pj*--itwe*y 
BGSU host* the Stroh's Midwest UnIvereKto* ( 
Tournament. College Park. 
t*aaa>4pja.   BBBaM at Ti itonlny PtoM* 
A ptoMc wHI to MM for Ml tochnology students. 
Tlekstst? In sdvsnce. 32.80 on day cfevsr.t. 
in front of Technology BuikSmg 
7 BJSJ.—JaMtorwook Evant 
AtaahionandUla 
TMl Cganaaili A* 
A "Senior Farswril" meeting will b* held. Open to 
*H raambara. Living Cantor. Hem* Br.cnomlln. 
• aua.—Coneart 
The Univ*r*ity Jazz Combe*. wM preaent a 
concert. Pree and ooen to *H. Bryan ReeHsl Hall. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
igovtzaiMthtr)* 
A S«*clrum ot Sophistical!. 
Donation 33.50. Sponaored By Dalta Sigma 
aorortty. Grand Ballroom. Union. 
• ajR.—UAO Campwi Ffcs 
Saa B pjn. Friday. April 28 listing. 
att ajav-UAO Oaaaait 
Sa* • p-m. Friday. April 29 Hating 
10 p.m -UAO Camp— FBm 
Sa* 8 pjn. Friday. AprH 28 Hating 
MtonHht-UAO Camaua FHm 
See Midnight Friday, April 20 Hating 
12 Tax BQ Nwri/April 15, 1963 
CLASSIFIEDS 
MM   «•   40-   pe>   In* |1.» 
t 26 k> 30 •MOM pST **• 
C»IMW)CITY nan* leanea tor raav-pton 
OMC1 tor *w and ■> regvk* rakM awreahar 
Deader* lor MBBanMS 2 rlaireMloro pub 
ewaShs tor vm Tim illy ectoon 
50-   Ml   Mr ad 
■on al 4 00 pm Friday al 4 00 pal ■« 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Aprl 16. 1963 
M-MCAM CtMaSCAL SOCMTY 
ANNUAL BANQUET-FRIDAY. 
APPAL IS AT 5 30 pm AT THE UCF 
CHURCH HALL ALL FACULTY ANO 
STUDENTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
CHEM DEPT WELCOME TICK- 
ETS- $3 PER STUDENT AT CHEM 
OFFICE  
America. Markoona, Aaaoci.UO" 
Member af«J Drive Apr! 10 27 Sign 
up Outing Me ame and gel $5 da- 
count  
Ctsrtetlen Rook Concert. 
Sun. Aprl  17.  7  pm   Wool Ha*, 
Room   120.   Tarry   Flehor Itom   Ihe 
Jeeue Houao In Clnannaa peja ihe 
WatoofiOy Waaon   Band    FnM   Con 
oart  
EUCHRE TOURNAMENT 
Friday Apt* IS. 
7:30 p.m. Tontogany Legion 
Cash PrUeo-Door Priro 
KoreenFHm 
8 30 pm Aprl 18 
 210 Math Science  
ROCKS! ROCKS' ROCKS! 
Earrlnge fleckkacM-Deak Ptecee 
M*T/iy nvn#rii •p^cirfKn 
Chlmee lot REAL ROCK MUSIC 
CraH Snow-Union-Apnl 13. 14. 15 
Spring FUng Square Done* 
Student Service Forum Sal   April 18 
8-11 p m. $1 75 Adm. sponsored by 
BOSU 4-H CM).  
S.O.S. Earth Day '81 
Cetopralad Thursday Apr! 21 SI with 
decays from 10 30-3 30 pm ai lha 
Union Oval and speakers from mo 
Onto Pubic tnterosl Campaign and 
Nalura Conaarvancy al 7 30 pm In 
ma Onto Sula. Union  
Dta SCEC general meeting on Apr 
17 wB be poMponad until naxl Sun 
Aprl 24. Look In BO News next weak 
for dotaas  
Wa'ra doing n agatnl It'a our Ihlrd 
rnaxy' evenl-Tues . April 10. 6 30 
7.30 pm Slop In al Founders OuarJ 
Lounge and find out about major* in 
Education and Heaim t Community 
Services Sponsored by Unrvarsity 
OMalon (2-02021. Coeege ol Educa- 
tion |2-01»1|. and CoKge ol Healtn 
» Communlly Services [2-0242) 
LOST ANO FOUND 
Loot! On. dark brown leather walla) 
at Uptown leal Saturday. H found 
ptaaee return-No queaUona aaked- 
Rewardl Pleeaa call Debl at 352- 
4204.  
SERVICES OFFERED 
ROLLER SKATE RENTAL 
POWELL'S BIKE SHOP 
 352-8284  
TUTORING Basic Mem. Algebra. En- 
gash and Reeding Cal atlar 8 pi 
874-3349 
Mutters   Irwtaeed-low   aa   119 95 
Wei meet or beat any written M> 
mat.   DoM pay morelll Cel 364- 
1278 for FREE eeemete' 80 Muffler 
Center. 11065 Bowing OYoon Rd 
Fjqjerl A AocuraM Typing 
70-a peg. 
Cel Cnrta 352-1224 
TUCKER TYPWO 
Paper* 75* d.a.p. neaumea 
Appecetion tatters S1 50 to eat up. 
50* ee. aOdrtionel original 
Nancy 352-0809 
PERSONAL 
HAPPY HOURS 
EVERY SAT. - 4-8PM 
DOUBLE VISION AT THE BAR 
NO COVER Till 7:30 PM 
MAIN ST. 
352-3703 
lljl.eb Climb "SI"   la  coming 
**»"  
U.P.S. SHIPPING POINT 
14* S. MAIN 
ACROSS FROM MACYS 
 MM  
Alpha Gam BETA team la reefy hot> 
Qet payched to gain that first place 
apotl we're payched to moke thte 
year 02. Good kick to al BETA 
fearna. from AQD k> youl  
Attention NAPA President and new 
inmate: The VP and her atdavkick 
ere reedy to party ilk. Ma i*M. The 
champagne la on ice. Love, Sweet- 
pea ltd Me. Cluba of Invemery 
(Pfeeae hold now when aayfncj thlall 
Becky Surge What a surprise' Con 
grata on your Alpha Gem-Defl lavaker 
IM lo Ztggy' Your AGP Salere. 
BEERBLASTIII 
SATIIHOAY. STARTS AT 5 
5TH ANO HIGH 
Bump. Bump BETA. Wa Wanna Win 
The BETA' Good kick to our BETA 
500 TEAM: 
Electrifying EBe 
Bleat-oft (Wa and 
Tantalizing TwinklM 
Your Alpha Gam Saints 
TAXES TAXES TAXES 
Roarer T«» t Accounting Service 
phortformsa. Long lorm $ 15 A up! 
Profasaionel Preparation 
Reaaonabla Ratee 
1007 N Main. BQ       352-4340 
Al your typing needs 
nrrvJaaeluiMtiy done 
352-4017. 
CELEBRATE GREEK WEEK 
AT SAM B'S 
HAPPY HOURS 4 -8PM     9-10PM 
Chi O'a. get reedy to gel mega crazy 
at the Toga Been with the Kappa S^s 
CONGRATULATIONS 
JOHNQREQOR 
and 
KATE ROYER 
onyour 
weddkig engagement  
CONGRATULATIONS CHRIS FLYNN 
FOR BEING ACCEPTED INTO TOLE 
DCS PHYSICAL THERAPY PRO- 
GRAM!    LOVE.    THE    DELTA 
GAMMAS  
Earth Day Is coming 
April 21 at 
Earth P., I. oemlng 
FRESH DONUTS DELIVERED 
EVERY MORNINO 
THE OETAWAY 352-41*2 
CONORATULATIONS KAT DUNA- 
OAN FOR MAKING POMME- 
RETTES! LOVE, YOUR DELTA 
GAMMA SISTERS. 
Data Zekss-Oet payched lor a fun- 
teed slate day tomorrow Wo hope 
Marianne's arms don't break Itom 
carrying a* mcee troontee. 
Daft*. lets groove tonight' wel 
meet you at rane. the timings so tine. 
CrUam on over in our little Red 
Corvette's' wel party I* 1999 So 
lets ■CatabiMe good BmM ' Atone 
Love the Goo Phoo BJoo*. 
DZ Beta Teem Karen. Bonnie. 
Thereee, Mary, and Karen ere your 
Mot ahoee worn out front another 
Mk of (raining? Get perched to 
■an Betel OZ Loee, Your Sitter*. 
EARN S500 OR MORE EACH 
SCHOOL YEAR. FLEXIBLE HOURS. 
MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR PLACttO. 
POSTERS ON CAMPUS. BONUS 
BASED ON RESULTS PRIZES 
AWARDED AS WELL 
800-528-0083  
GALS LEE CHAMBRAY SHtRT 
Rag $20 00. NOW J7.95. COTTON 
SWEATERS. REG S21 95 S 25 96 
(ALE S1S.M 
JEANS N'THINGS 
631 ROPE STREET 
GAMMA PHI BETA Man* 
GAMMA PHI BETA Mama 
GAMMA PHI BETA Mane 
Good Luck BETA teem- 
Bungo. Poopet.. Chrte A Jute) 
Gentlemen of BGSU: 
Do you know e pretty lady? Large 
Co lo looking for beautiful women 
io  reockal  for  a  color   poster  to 
appear noil year. Pfeeae can Tom 
McKenna at   1-*00-472-*742 week- 
owe, or otter 7 pre. Call 364-1104. 
Gal HAPPY FEET at SAM B'a 
HAPPY •teer HOURS 
 4-6pm A 9-10pm  
Get ready to put your P.J.'e on. 
Lambda  CM   Atohae'e   'Tiiek-tn' 
service Is coming Sun. April lrt*> 
Teos, Apr* 1*.  
Good Luck ATO at BETA 
Wa hope you have a good time' 
 ATO LI Sta'  
Good Look to the Sigma PM EpeUon 
Beta Teem. LWe know you can do It. 
and we're behind youl The Brath- 
ers of Sigma PM EpsHon.  
Greek Letter Organizations: 
NOBODY    PARTIES    LIKE    A 
GREEK!!!   Buttons   on   sale   In   Ihe 
Union Oof or contact the Alpha 
Delta PI houM 2-2*40.  
GREEK wEEKPICNtC 
Set 12:30-3:30 Old Fret Row. Wear 
Greek Week T-eMrt. Pebat Speci.ii 
Sal nita at Dfno'a. Volleyball- 
Prlei-Food-Qam.s. Hawaiian 
Tropic souvenirs to be given away. 
AU ARE WELCOME EXCEPT THE 
ANTSI  
Happy Hour-Holiday Inn 
Everyday, al day MTV 
Every Night. Al Night 
HEAD    SOUTH    TO    *M    MAIN 
STREET...THE OETAWAY. TRY OUR 
DELICIOUS    HAND-DIPPED    ICE 
CREAM.  
HEY YOU KAPPAS' 
Let'a show that Kappa Talent tonight 
lor our Is! Greek smg1 
HOMEMADE CAKE DONUTS 
Delivered freeh Itnata weekend 
Order by Aprl 16 
 See Pink PoatarB  
HOPE YOU SEE THIS JO 
CAUSE I WANT YOU TO KNOW: 
I LOVE YQUI SCOTT  
It krat doetnl matter cause we're 
gonna win the Beta. ADP1 is Number 
One. Catch Beta Fever'  
Kappa  Sigma  Beta  Teem-A  Lean, 
moon, radng ntechlna.  
KAPPAS, SAE'S ANO OMEGA PM 
PSIS: GET PSYCHED FOR TO- 
NIGHTS TEAI IT'S BEEN A GREAT 
GREEK WEEK. LETS NOT 8TOP 
THE GOOD TIMES YET. LET'S OET 
CRAZY AT GREEK SING TONIGHT. 
THE FRATERS OF TKE. 
KD'S AND FIJI'*: 
A GREEK WEEK BAIH WE'LL HAVE 
TOtaMHT.  DANCtNO 4  lleam.ll. 
GREEK    STYLE-.THArS    RJOHTI 
CAT f>tnCHED—THE ALPHA SMS. 
HAPPY HOURS 
EVERY SAT. - 441PM 
DOUSIE VISION AT THE MR 
NO COVER TIL 7:M PM 
MAIN ST. 
35 2-3703 
LAMBDA CM'* AND DATES 
Set reedy tor e etftd beckwooda 
Date Party. No electricity, enter or 
Johns TMa la a baek-to-neture Date 
Party wnera only natural acte are 
panMWed (like cooking hotdoga 
over a tare rtghtT) Quest tor Rre 
m.yb.7 If* ain't bad Jeddog, |ual 
laiagh to get your wotrtedl Vogt. 
LAHN STUDENT UNION: THE AL- 
PHA SKIS ARE PSYCHED TO 
START LATINO AWARENESS 
WEEK RIGHT SO BE PREPARED 
FOR 0000 TIMES AS WE PARTY 
ALL NaOHT.  THE  BROTHERS  OF 
ALPHA SWMA PHL  
LAURA FRANK 
HAPPY    19TH    BtRTHDAY    TO    A 
GREAT FRaSNO  I SISTER!   LOVE 
AMY. DIANE I OARLENE  
Lauren MokJowaky-B*.! ol kick In 
"Heto Doty" next week!" Your AGO 
Stateta  
Look tor H Today 
Free Wa ah Coupon 
Kkrk'a Coin Laundry  
MANVILLE RESIDENTS 
MANVK.IE MADNESS 
SAT. HtOH NOON...BE THEREI 
Marl Matone. Congratutallons on your 
Theta  Chr-Ph.   Mu   engagem.nl  to 
Dave Yoder We ere very happy lor 
youl Love. Your Phi Mu Staler* 
MARY JO FERRAZZA 
Congrats on becoming the 1MJ 
BETA 500 Oueanl We're very *>- 
crted t proud!!! Your Alpha Gam 
Stater*.  
Mary Zofko-a long overdue Congrats 
on your position ea committee coordi- 
nator tor UAO We're proud of you! 
Your AGO Slates         
OFF CAMPUS 
FORMAL 
APRIL 15, 1*13 
PRESIDENT'S LOUNGE 
ICE ARENA 
ALL WELCOME 
PN   Mu  Servers.   We  ere   looking 
forward to being with you on Sunday 
tor the Third Dimension Ceremony 
when you become alums Love. Your 
Phi Mu Slaters  
PtaMu'a 
The Sigma Nu'a had a great Bme 
Friday   Good Luck  Hat Sunday at 
Beta ;  
Phi Pal Quote ol the week 
Hertchel   Watthor   la   tuning   me 
game -Cuffy 
PIKappePN. 
Drink or Drown Beer Bkul 
Is coming Sal   Apm 23. N E   Com- 
ItlOO*. 
PIKE SPRING BEER BLAST 
THIS SATURDAY-5 00 p.m. 
5m AND HIGH 
Pro-Reg Need* You! 
The 1983 Summer Pre-Regletratlon 
Staff la now accepting appacationa 
from Inoe. Interested m volunteering 
that time it at e greet opportunity lo 
meet the new students & lo develop 
your interpersonal sklla Each volun- 
teer w* be entitled to one free meal 
for each day worked   Pre-Regrstra 
Bon rune from June 27-Jufy 22. If 
interested you may signup In 406 
Student Services. Any Questions cel 
372-2843 
Pfcee 1 PN Taua-Get psyched for a 
super Greek Week lee We can't wa* 
laT ttwjhtl THa OZ*  
naatdance Hal Week 
April 18-24 
Aprl 18-24 
nealdonco Hal Week 
Aprl 18-24 
CATCH mi 
SAE-SI 
We're looking forward to a specs* 
way to end Greek Weak the* Friday' 
Love. ThoKappao.  
"als "aas flekl 
Sweet pent* Reg $8 95-10 95 
Now $8 SO 
Al aweet top* S11.00 
Select ahort* * baeebel 
aNrta60%oft 
Locket Room, 109 N Mem 
Shan Slater  ■ wee e eurprteo when 
before our eye* you Dtaw out lh»i 
cendta Congraka—una on your en- 
gaoement. LtL1TheOe«stsolAD(>i 
Sklewak Can* Aprl 22 
SkJewafcCkn* Aprl 22 
"■dowa* Ctmb Aprl 22 
"k»l«a*i   Can* 83 raffle ockats w* 
be on sate Fddey m University Ha*. 
pal* from any TKE or Alpha PN deny 
Wtt e stereo system  from  Sound 
keeoliMee. Greet coupons offer on 
Ihe taftl. ticket.  
Sigma CM* and D.U.'s, 
Greek Weak he* been gree!. we 
tank you guys are first rate. So aee 
ya fonrte at tana. Get reedy lor a gfMt 
bme! Love. The PN Mu a 
SIMPLE PLEASURES 
Inventory llqiitdeMon Sale 
SOS OFF ALL MERCHANDISE 
1 day* only-April 11 A 1* 
DON'T MM* THE SAVINGS 
Soup. Salad ■ Breed SI 76 
11am—3pm      DAILY" 
 SAM B'S  
Spring FMfrg Square Pane* 
Student Survloa Forum Set Aprl 18 
8-11 pm. S1.75adm Sponsored by 
BGSU 4-H Club  
SurprlM a OM Frtendl Hep* her 
tucked In by e Lambda CM. Starts 
Ism. April 17 through Tee*. April 
11 Call 2-4731 or 2-01 Mfor Potent 
The American Marlietng AMOCkraon 
la having Faculty/Student Happy 
Hours on Friday. Apr! IS. From 
4:00-8:00 pm at Mam Street Al 
aelea dub member* are e*)0 lnv*ed. 
The Furs are planning on starting the 
weekend off right with a greet besh 
with the Kappa Delta's and the Alpha 
§tt!  
The HI aaT of ATO wish to thank all 
Of the OM ottlcrs A congratulate 
fee nawty elected otlkera lor nail 
lo*. GOOD LUCK YOU GUYS. 
The PM Pete are reedy to gel happy 
wttn me Aloha Deft* Pla and PM 
Seta Sigma. 
Thereee Ousts Have fun at the U of 
 rhuaetls Wa wl maa youl OZ 
love, your atater*  
THE TA»awNG CENTER. 143 W. 
WOOSTER AT HA« UNLIMITED 8 
VISITS $10 00 JOIN BY MAY 1 
To a old summer Iflend met I finely 
got asked out by. Tom. I am glad 
we're becoming better Irtends I em 
looking forward to the Alpha PN date 
party. P.S. Ktaa your C.A. bear good 
bye Love. Margie  
TOMMY   THANKS FOR BEING YOU 
t LETTING ME BE ME LETS HAVE 
A   GREAT   TWO   WEEKS   WHEN 
WERE TOGETHER A APART LOVE. 
YOUR LITTLE CHINA DOLL 
WANTED. Actors, singers, dancers. 
muaKkane. stage lechmcam. puotc- 
Ity S volunteer steff tor Ihe summer 
musical OKLAHOMA! Audtnone Aprl 
24 A 26 In lha Moore Musical Arts 
Center 372-2181 for further detats 
WELCOME TO DOWNTOWN 
ALL NITE ALL WEEK 
OET TWO 
"HOZ-UTTLE KINGS" 
Wendy Kueke and  Nancy  Adams 
Congrsluastlona on making hnefa for 
cheetleeOmg  Good kxk Saturday In 
the iryouts We're behind you at the 
way Love. Yout PW Mu Saner* 
"SI" Beer Bkul 
■ Apr* 22 
50% OFF ON 
ALL kfERCHANDISEIM 
Don't miss the Mvtngs 
thle Frl. A Sat. at 
SIMPLE PLEASURES 
Are you Interested In being a house- 
boy lor me 83-84 school year? 
I CM 372-27SO  
SCHOOLS OUT IN 3 WEEKS DO 
YOU HAVE A SUMMER JOB YET? 
EARN $3294 CALL 352 7482 
WANTED 
Mce efficiency to Bubleeaa immed. 
Close to campus   $185 mo   364- 
1342 or 352-7809  
Bar Help. Part time evemnga CM 
Tuet. or Thurs. after 4:00 p.m. 
Racquet connection.  HcetJay Lane. 
Periyeburg. 874-4318  
1 female mite nssdsd for 83-84 
3rd and Htgh. S120Mio. Debbie 
372-4407 
Need > aaaln to letlet houee M 
MS A Summit Mr aummer. C*« 
S*>78«t m 3T*-S*4w.  
i -4 persons needed to tubes houee 
tor aummer Only S320'mo New 
. 3 bdrmt. 372-1067. 
FOR SALE 
M or F   to autMMe 2 bdrm   2 beVm 
apt   tor aummer   Rent negoosbtal 
Paula 364-1893. oM anyame 
Wanted    Tenant*   tor   Vat   83-84 
school year Gee Heat/oven paid for 
Act now and get a $40 oscount lor 
fM earn 364-1066 or 354-1237 
Wanted: Mala and Female etudenta 
needed to M epartmenle and houSM 
for 83-84 school year 362-7385 
I f. RMTES. NEEDED FOR BUM- 
MER. HOlfSE-CLOBE TO CAMPUS. 
I »«»*«*.,  t  SATHS.  PORCH   A 
SUNROOF.  S18C  *   UTKS.   CALL 
ANTTRAE SS3HM7*.  
S-t paopla to aublMM a I beovm. 
kMM sMe summer. Cktae M oam- 
aa, font cheap, ad utilities paid. 
Phone 3*3-****. ^^^^^^^^^ 
F. iinto needed ■ imiadansry Mce 
house. Own room. Rent $110. Ph. 
362-3290 or 362-2419  
FEM RMTE.. 83-84 ech yr.. low 
rent. 2 person, 2 bdrm., does to 
campua   CM Cathy after 6,  362- 
1798  
FEMALE f*OC*AMATE WANTED IM- 
MEDIATELY. SUMMER ANO OR 
FALL 352-0488 AFTER 5:30. 
BM HOUSE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS, 
OWN ROOMSII 
Cel PM or Jfm 352-712*  
1 3 rmtee lor 83-84 acool year Low 
rent. Close to campua MCE! 353 
0056. 8:30-12:00: 1 00 4 30 
362-9168 after 6 ' 
HELP WANTED 
CRUSE JOBS! $14-$28,000 Carn 
bean. Hawaii. World CM for Guide. 
Oeectory, Hewetetlor    1  918-722- 
1111 Ext. Bowtaraen.  
Earn $500 or more each school year 
Fleidble hour*. Monthly payment for 
Discing poaleia on campua. Bonus 
baaed on results Prteee awarded M 
wM. 800-628-0883  
M'A'S'HfSOVEH... 
and m 2 moa ao la the 82-83 achool 
year. Do you have a aummer Job yet? 
National company ha* eeveral poe. 
ttone aval, for BQ students If you're 
hardworking s a^; „**< travel, send 
a sek-addtaesed env. A phone # to 
PO Box 103. B.0..0H 43402. 
PHOTOORAPHERA 
Summers Fu* time 
Would you Ike to pin an Mtabeshed 
recognued feeder In senior portrait A 
yearbook photography? Are you ma- 
lure,    outgoing,    attractive,    wee- 
groomed, honeel. A cteeOve? Several 
poerbona are avaaabas to expand and 
maintain our senior portrait A candid 
il.atui In Northern Ohio  Wi train 
Contact Student Employment. Altn 
Judy Thompeon   372-2651 
Woodard Photographic tnc 
 Beaavue. Oh.  
Summer A permanent fobs for stu- 
dents, M/F, high pay. Rocky Moun 
taai Arae Resorts/Guest Ranch**: Ol 
flekj/conatructlon Some, provide 
houaing. experience not neceasary 
CM anytime |303) 698-2842 
THE BQ NEW* 
I* NOW ACCEPTING 
APPLICATIONS FOR FALL '*3 
SALES Ra»PXSENTAT1VES 
10* uWtVERSrTY HAIL 
DEADUNE: 47227*3 
WANTED: Actors, slngera, dancers. 
rtuelcwra, slag, technician*, pubsc 
■y A volunteer Matt tor the summer 
mualcal OKLAHOMA' Auditions Aprl 
24 A 26 si the Moore Mualcal Arts 
Career 372-2181 for further delaM 
Wetertront Director and OutOf-Csmp 
Tnp Director Require Ueaavaig A 
Fvsl Aid Certification. Prefer WSI A 
Cceage Greduale for prfvale camp 
wan 110 9"t «1 taorlhweal Ml on 
colorful EA Lake wfth exceaanl fecaV 
Sa*. Wnte Ctxppewe TrM Camp 
Route #1 Box 330 Rapid City. Ml 
49678 or CM (818) 322-4242. 
N E. Ofrno Marajlaclurlng Co Soph 
or Junky* mafonng al accounting wllli 
3 6 GPA or above lor let or eprtng 
semeelera Co-Op Otttc* 372-2461. 
Smmer kibe: National Company ha* 
luUVne poelBona aval for herd work- 
ing   students    Earn   $288.00   per 
week. CM 362-7482.     
NATIONAL CORPORATION 
fast M*M poaAWne a aasfils ai merry 
area* of \tm country. Cuukmaafcin 
plus benefits $16-20K ffrat year 
aarrshg*. Fatal ttakwig by experi- 
enced manager Contact Century 
Label A Tag Co. 362-7629. Aek for 
Bruce Wright.  
SUMMER JOBS 
LARGE NATIONAL COMPANY HAS 
SUMMER   JOBS    AVAILABLE    M 
MANY MAJOR ernes M OHO. 
TWELVE WEEKS GUARANTEED. 
$200 A WEEK ANO UP FOR MORE 
tNFOHMATrON CALL 362-0048 
FROM 9 A.M TO 1 PM ON TH 
FOf-LOWtNG DATES: TUESOAY- 
APML 19 and WEDNESOAY-APRfL 
20. ASK FOR MR. MARTPI 
HOUSEBOY NEEDED FOR 83-84 
SCHOOL YEAR 2-8187 or 2-1607 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
FOR SALE Kenwood Amp-36 went. 
Garrerd tumaabie. Crelg AAVFM 8-kk 
player (carl. BEST OFFER- CM Feck 
362-7061.  
33<1S retng. 1 yr. ok), greet cond 
$130.00 or beef offer Karen. 372- 
52B2. 
1986 Bonne,*. 
P8. PB, Many new pare), $276 or 
Peel offer. CAI Joe M 372-1866 
FOR RENT 
sVachekxeUGrsduatlon Par1I.B 
ewthdly'slDancMg telegrams 
Diamond Productions.. 
IS BBSS M4M*. ISIMBef * M 
SUMMER RENTALS 
HOUM A Apt* CkXM To 
Campua. 1-287-3341. 
Down naff of houee A angle rooma on 
E. Wooster, ecroaa from Rodgara 
For aummer only 362-7385 anytime 
or 362-8676 evM 
FREE month* rent on our fufy fur ■ 
rsshed Mudk) epertmental Com 
pwlely quNtt and prtvaki Plenty of 
atorag* Ff k»chon and bothroom 
We wnte our leasea lo lit your needs 
Good location Close to roatauranta 
and Morea CHARING CROSS APT*. 
1017 A Main St 352-05*0. 
OWNItOUSE 
OPEN HOUSE 
OPEN HOUSE 
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS 
121 SMM - Next M Seat B't 
tea dtepla, ad In todey'a SO NewJ 
710 1/2 ELM: LARGE 1 Bdrm. prhett 
apt Sliding gtsee door, to vert. 
Ca* 
SUMMER RATES $376 00 
2 bdrm. turn apt*. 
 Phone 362-2863. 
Summer rental 
Fun). A unfum. houeee 
neferencee reguked 363-3856 
631 7m 91 2 bdrm.. turn own. 
pays for MM. AC. water, eewer. 
Tenant, pay aghts For Summer or 
FM. ntMrjnetUt iMea John Newtove 
Real Estate 31B E. Wooeter (new 
cernpue ) 364-2260 Of 362-8683 
*** 1ft A WOOSTER: t BOtm 
DUPLEX. FREE HEATH ACROSS 
THE STREFT FROM CAMPUS. Cat 
tH.H.a Manaaami 
by owner. 13 rwonth leeee enlyl Cell 
ttaelait Matiaiii 
fdryer. Move A refng . 2 akxage 
•had*. axnflST 1 get something tor 
YOUR MONEY. Affordabie 364- 
1B94. 
I home 1974. 12x50, 2 bdrm 
exoM. cond Good nveetment al 
$8600 362-6606. 
Stereo wRh AMiFM radio, apt am 
console needs tome work, $60. 
352-6803 after 6. 
Mexahtee, bteck S chrome. Aeklng 
I12MM wM lllBlBlll. apnwg ta 
herel CAB Tad M $S3M»»B1. 
Meet ee* nest nameM tuiMi Oereea 
WMawmTA   Make offer.  Cel 3*1- 
'77 Corota ToyoM deluxe. AMTFM 
tap*, run* excel. 36 mpg. 10" color 
TV, 1 yr. ok) waTi Mend. Stereo 
system Pioneer 4SW Technics, soft 
button metal cap, Techrec* aofcar*. 
40-80   W.   wan  ttand.   CM  362- 
2973.  
"71" PONTIAC IE MANS 
GOOD CONDITION 
8260 or beet offer CM 362-0764. 
28 MCH COLOR TV 
$160 OR BEST OFFER 
 CALL 3520784  
76 FM 131s Ml steering. Ml baa* 
aeeta  EC  Aeklng  $1150.00  (41 tl 
att>77S0.  
SASSY-SEATS: portable high 
chairs, sape on to moat tabfcM sate A 
securely Weigh* 2 Da Holds up to 
100 He $20. nctxtes lax Stvppmg 
exta CM DU—PLAY (216) 467- 
6226 Mention BQ i aave 61 00. 
1980 Ottsun 210 w/M. AAVFM, 
26,000 rrxtee. very good cond 
$3,400 362-2466 or 372-2301, 
aak tor Sarah. 
517 E. REED: CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 
Cray 2 yr*. old.  1  or 2 bdrm*. 
IndtvHuai entry ways  (only 1 km of 
each).  CM  ttewtove  Menegameit 
362-6620  
3 bdrm. turn, house for 6-6 people. 
CM 363-6491 from 8-6, Mon.-Ftt 
Prtvetefy owned apartments $ house. 
Southwest reekMneW area- 
8176 ■ 260 00 Ph 353-3666 
Now renting for 63-64 school year. 
Houeee end apartment!  Boggs Reel 
Estate 352-9457. 362-3641. 364- 
1120.  
PARTY ROOM AVAfLBLE 
*** HtOH STJ 3A3V6S7* 
CAMPUA MANOR APT*. 
BaNnd Oexter'a   Apt*   for 2, 3, 4 
persona   B 1/2 or 12 mo. ft***. 
Summer rate $475 for snake summer 
Masses. Model open deify 114. 
362-9302 or 362-7366 evertnga. 
2 bdrm apt* for 4 at $110 each, or 
3 M $140 each. Also. 1 bdrm apt*. 
1 tingle rooma 9 month lean*. New 
campus  362-7366. 
SmM 1 bdrm. houee. 12 mo. taaee 
starling starting aummer   Near cam 
put. 362-7365 
CARTY RENTAL* 
Houeee Apartmenta-Rooma 
9 I 2 month leeees   Summer Rentals 
Al near Campua 362-7366 
VEL-MANOR APARTMENT* 
Two 2 bdrm   apt*. evM. tor FM I 
Summer   Lg. bring mv. kitchen, ce- 
ramic bath. M cond ( laundry fad. 
CM 362-2666 for appl only 
AJ-ARTMENTS: 2 BEDROOM 
PRIVATE $LEEPtNG ROOM* 
FREE HEAT 6 CASLt TV 
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN DORM 
LEASES: StJMMER A FALL 
OWNED A MANAGED BY BEST 
WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL 
Offering aaieaase lanrlcoa S tsxaM- 
tta*. IS yr*. M courtsous depend 
able merugemenl. Call Tom at 352- 
M71 or 3*2-1 $00. 
Now ranting for aummer. Two bed- 
room, turn apt. Water, cable l.v. paid 
for AVC. perking lot, laundry tjCBatl 
$400. for the summer. $260. for 
shorter term CM 362-7162. 
FOR RENT: ONE BDRM APT. $166 
NfCE OLHET NEIGHBORHOOD 
CALL AFTER 5 00 pm 362-6994. 
Rank** tor summer A achool year 
TltuaReefty 
t-6pm     352-6668. 
2 bdrm . clean and quart. M Mm- 
tet 4 gkla 362-6040 after 5 
2 bdrm turn apt large, dean, quiet 
CkXM to campus   4 srudents-Sum- 
mer I FM 362-6040 attar 6pm 
Summer Sot I needed  2 bdrm 
oppose. Kohl HM, 362-5676. 
SLeXeeER RENTALS 
Exoslsat ret** on 2  bdrm., AC, 
fumiahed apts. 124 Sixth Streot 
Ph.312-4***.  
Houee to rent tor Summer 
Starling May 15 
Pkksee CM 362-4850 
Now renting for summer A fM ACTOM 
from campua  1 A 2 bdrm. turn units 
from   $400/pereon,semesler    352- 
4131.  
Fum  me.. 12 mo   teeae. doee lo 
campus AvM. FM 362-3445 
Very race turn   1 bdrm  Second SI. 
12 mo kseteevM FM 352-3445 
FOR FALL 2 bdrm fum apt $375/3 
students  Newly turn A carpel 
362-2663 
1 Bdrm Unturnsthed Apt. 
Dahweehor. Storage, end Pool 
AvM Now and FM 352-2276 
ffotoec. to subkM Now through 
aummer.  ll3Ume,  In eludes usfe- 
«ee. cseee M eampes   172-010*; 
etW $»iAss*-il$A Urn. " 
Lower duplex tor 4. Summer A FM. 
Upper duplex lor 3. Summer A FM 
 362-0838 
Lovety.  private   I   bdrm   turn   apt 
I but very do** to UNv 
'   IM    352-0209 
SKA 
fum. I 
Ca* 
MAIN: VERY LAROE. 2 bdrm 
leek porch for ertra etorege 
312- 
HUM 
HOUSE, CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN 
AREA. 114 N. Main 
Ca* 352-042* etiyOme.  
ttsrvflnp summer or to*.  Elf.   1 
bdrm, 2 bdrm   i-fu      apt*, down- 
town362'19'  
Newly redecoiated downaaavs 2 
bdrm tor aummer Onfy $300 A low 
uBMee, edktcent campus 354-1753. 
234 A COLLEGE: 1 houM S 2-2 
bdrm. apts. Ctoaa to cameus Call 
Nawfeia Manigimiat 811-5*20. 
1 bdrm. apt. doee to campua Begm- 
mngFMtorm Ph  1-878-7437 
Large 3 bdrm apt  next to campua 
Available Summer or FM terms  Ph 
1-676-7437  
134 172 N. MAM: 1 bdrm. fum. apts. 
sonabte rate.. Cell Newtove Man- 
13*2-6*10.  
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ACROSS 
1 Thin fregrrnnf 
5 Shadow box 
9 Kin waster 
13 Loudly 
14 Land of In* 
anamrock 
15 Norwood 
18 Chor*Oflr«pri*r'» 
concarn 
18 rjeomollah 
18 Evlan,a.g- 
20 Coartal »l*l* In 
Brazil 
21 Fofrnar Governor 
oINawYot* 
22 matar 
23 Speak (lowly 
29 Has an avatelon 
ta 
29 Invisible 
32 As  
33E|acts 
38 Grand Can. or 
Perm. 
37 Partola 
ahopptno mall 
38 Snack* 
39 Building upright 
40 Maka Inquire** 
41 Author 
MtchaafJ. 
42 Ore 
43 Hayrtack Itom? 
45 Paint addlllva 
47 Historic maallng 
placaoftha 
Blfl3 
49 Yoko 
50 WHh ability 
52 Halpawlththa 
dl»rt*. 
55 Rlngnsma 
58 Roll up and 
aacurs 
50 Squaradanes* 
81 Copper mining 
town In NW 
Vanazuala 
82 Armbona 
53 Kind ol cap 
or club 
64 Soak* flax 
85 Actor Sklnrar 
68 Equipment 
DOWN 
1 Waarlng apparal 
2 Wandoftha 
Habrtdss 
3 Pouch 
4 Vatyaxact 
S data 
8 Pllastsr 
7 National 
Hungarian h*ro 
8 Mattar Lat. 
9 lt*m*on» 
•oda counter 
10 Flapper'* danc* 
11 Slratchol 
muddy ground 
12 Playing card 
13 Products ol 
M»dlsonAv*. 
17 Mambarahlp 
21 Sup*rm»rk*t 
llama 
22 Skin 
24 Rssulliolraln 
25 Hoofed rodanl 
ol Africa 
26 wipe out 
27 Ragtlma Banco 
28 Country 
30 Mualcal preca 
31 Consumer 
advocat* 
34 Amerind 
35 Malted 
38 Hartethe 
witter 
39 Chinas*, 
combining form 
41 Forms 
connection 
42 Treating the hair 
• c*rt*lnw»y 
44 TV lavorlta 
46 Worker In the 
garden 
46 Kind of 
education 
50 In the distance 
51 Unmitigated 
53 Ralah'awlfs 
54 Cantor and 
Luplno 
55 Pond scum 
96 Memorable 
comedian Law 
57 Ending with alum 
S9 vadl*7 
80 Tall a fl*h .tory 
